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SPORTS:
The Murray State Racers suffered an OVC
road loss Saturday
night as they fell to
Southeast Missouri
80-75 Saturday night.
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'Welcome back,'
614th MPs hear

Page 10

MONDAY
February 24
WORLD
WASHINGTON — Israeli and
Arab negotiators are resuming
peace talks as violence continues in Jerusalem and the
occupied lands and ShiiteMuslim leaders in Lebanon vow
continued struggle against the
Jewish state. Page 3

By CANDY MATHERS
Murray Ledger

Times Staff Writer

Local soldiers who served in
Operation Desert Storm and Desert
Shield received a much-deserved
heroes' welcome Sunday afternoon
at the National Guard Armory.
The 614th military police unit
based in Murray had about 40
members volunteer last August to
relieve a Louisville-based MP company. The Murray unit was the last
Kentucky National Guard Unit to
come home. In fact, two soldiers;
Sgt. Aaron Luker of Paducah and
Spec. Jason Crisp from Cadiz,
extended their tours in Kuwait and
will not return home until the

STATE
LOUISVILLE — A new policy
instituted by Gov. Brereton
Jones' administration has made
it much more difficult for exconvicts to have their civil
rights restored, officials say.
Page 3

SPORTS
ELKTON — The Calloway
County Lady Lakers lost 80-56
to Todd County Central in
Saturday night high school
basketball play. Page 10

AGRIBUSINESS

summer.

"I wanted you all to have the
coming home that I would want
and that the Vietnam vets did not
have," said Command Sergeant
Kenny Bruner to the troops.
Bruner spoke of a time during
the Vietnam War when he was spit
on several times in public when
wearing his uniform.
"As a result of the Desert Shield

and Desert Storm conflict the support for the military is stronger
than it's ever been," Bruner said.
The celebration was hosted by
Operation Open Arms, a Murraybased family support group. The
group worked diligently with families and loved ones before, during
and after the crisis in the Gulf.
Approximately 150 people
attended the three-hour celebration
which honored each soldier with
songs, salutes, prayers, and heartfelt speeches.
Captain Steven Ross spoke of
some of the pressure the group was
under during their tour. "At times
working with these soldiers I
would push them. Not having a lot
of time to talk to them they would
not understand why I pushed them
— I would like to take this opportunity to thank them," said a
choked-up Ross.
An emotional Bill Cherry cut his
speech short to regain his composure. "I'm very proud of you," said
the Murray mayor.

Shareholders approve Bank of Murray affiliation
Aubrey W. Lippert, chairman of
the board and president of Peoples
First Corporation, Paducah, Ky.
(NASDAQ:PFKY) and Joe Dick,
chairman of the board of Bank of
Murray, Murray, Ky. announced at
a Saturday meeting that the Bank
of Murray shareholders overwhelmingly approved an affiliation
of Peoples First Corporation and

FORECAST

the Bank of Murray.
Consummation of the transaction
is subject to, among other things,
the approval of the appropriate regulatory agencies. In the transaction,
shareholders of the Bank of Murray
will receive, for each share of Bank
of Murray common stock held by
them: (a) 4.15 shares of the no par
value common stock of Peoples

First, (b) $55 in cash and (c)
$109.41 in, at the election of each
Bank of Murray shareholder, cash
and/or 7.25 percent subordinated
short-term notes (due 1994) of Peoples First. The transaction is
expected to close in May of 1992.
Bank of Murray is the largest
bank in Calloway County reporting
assets in excess of $229 million as

of Dec. 31, 1991.
Peoples First is a multi-bank
holding company headquartered in
Paducah, Ky. and serving western
Kentucky and the contiguous interstate area, with assets in access of
$532 million as of Dec. 31, 1991.
In addition to its lead bank, Peoples First National Bank & Trust
Co., Paducah, Ky., Peoples First is

Associated Press Writer

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. — The
Democratic field looked to South
Dakota's Tuesday primary to clarify — or further confuse — the
topsy-turvy race for the presidential nomination after a startling

Brown's surprising Maine finish
and Tsongas' win last week in New
Hampshire.
Bob Kerrey, a Farm Belt senator
from neighboring Nebraska, was
atop the latest poll in South Dakota
and was driving hard for a win to
keep his campaign alive.
Maine's caucuses — nearly corn-

dead heat in Maine between Paul
Tsongas and Jerry Brown.
The candidates sparred Sunday
in a sometimes lively free-for-all
over taxes and Indian affairs as
they courted voters in the next
primary — an election that could
put yet another candidate in the
winner's column following

1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

KENTUCKY LAKE
354.7, -0.4; below 305.7, +0.2
BARKLEY LAKE
354.8, +0.0; below 313.2, -0.8
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12 months; 23 percent said they are
not too worried; and 20 percent
said they are very worried or somewhat worried.
Those results weren't significantly different from the findings of
Bluegrass polls last April and last
February.
Despite recent layoffs of managers and professionals at some local companies, job anxiety runs
deepest among blue-collar workers
(Con!'d on page 2)

GM to close Willow Run,
keep Texas plant running

LAKE LEVELS

•

man viewed as the frontrunner a
month ago, Arkansas Gov. Bill
Clinton, with none. Iowa Sen. Tom
Harkin cleaned up in his home
state's caucuses, but none of the
other candidates competed there.
Brown reveled in the Maine

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Most Kentuckians feel that the
recession is worse elsewhere in the
nation than it is at home, according
to a new poll.
The Bluegrass State Poll, published in Sunday's editions of The
Courier-Journal, also reported that
a majority of working Kentuckians
aren't worried about losing their
jobs in the next year.
Fifty-six percent of Kentuckians
said they are not worried at all
about losing their jobs in the next

POLLEN/MOLD

•

plete results showed Brown and
Tsongas tied for the win with 29
percent of the vote — pointed up
the unpredictable, cloudy nature of
the Democrats' race.
By the time South Dakota's polls
close, there could be three different
winners from as many wide-open
elections. That would leave the

Poll: Kentuckians feel
national economy worse

Last-minute hustle

Tonight: Cloudy with a 30 percent chance of showers. Low 40
to 45. Northwest wind 5 to 10
mph. Tuesday: Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers...Mainly in the morning. High 50 to 55.
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

the holding company for three
other western Kentucky banks —
First Liberty Bank, Calvert City/
Benton, Ky.; First National Bank,
LaCenter, Ky.; and Salem Bank,
Salern/Smithland, Ky.
For further information contact:
Aubrey W. Lippert at Peoples Bank
at 502-441-1200 or Joe Dick at
Bank of Murray at 502-753-1893.

Democratic race heads west without a frontrunner
By KAREN BALL

WASHINGTON — Total U.S.
farm debt, excluding households, was estimated at $139.3
billion at the end of 1991, up 2
percent from a year earlier, but
28 percent below the 1984 peak.
Page 8

(Con!'d on page 2)

CANDY MATTIERS/Ledger & Times photo

David Van Buren, member of the National Guard in Tennessee feeds Julia Conner, Kentucky National
Guard member some welcome home cake.

DANIEL T. PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State University students from the People's Republic of China made last-minute decorations and
food preparations prior to Sunday's International Buffet, which packed the banquet room at MSU's Curris Center.

General
DETROIT (AP)
Motors Corp. will close its Willow
Run assembly plant near Ypsilanti,
Mich., and keep a similar plant in
Texas open, GM announced today.
The announcement, which also
included several other plant closings, came as the automaker posted
a fourth-quarter loss of $2.5 billion, bringing 1991 losses to a
record 54.5 billion.
Among the other plants being
closed are plants in North Tarrytown, N.Y., and a V8 engine plant
in Flint, Mich.
Texas officials had lobbied heavily to save the plant in Arlington,

near Dallas, and Michigan officials
had tried to do the same for the
Ypsilanti plant, west of Detroit.
Both plants make large, rear-wheeldrive cars, which are selling
poorly.
The Willow Run plant, which is
to be closed in the summer of
1993, has 4,014 employees. The
North Tarrytown plant, to be
closed in the summer of 1995, has
3,456 workers; the Flint plant has
4,036.
"We're all just in a state of
shock right now," said Anthony
Caparisi, president of the Ypsilanti
Chamber of Commerce.

Murray High wins regional Governor's Cup competition
Murray High School placed first
in a field of 16 western Kentucky
teams in Governor's Cup regional
competition Saturday.
Murray, the host team, finished
first with 25 points. Mayfield
placed second with 15, Graves
County was third with 11 and Marshall County finished fourth with

10 points.
Murray placed first in future
problem solving and Graves County placed second. Marshall County
and Graves County finished first
and second, respectively, in quick
recall team competition.
The top two teams advance to
state competition while the top four

Green,
individual finishers in each categ- lie; Murray; second, Sam
Fuhrher
Christop
third,
Murray;
ory advance.
Jones,
Jason
fourth,
Murray;
mann,
Individual finishers were:
*Math: first, Michael Haney, Callo- Lone Oak.
way County; second, David Chu, 'Science: first, Lee Herndon, MarDavid KoonMurray; third, Scott Shultz, May- shall County; second,
JackCarolyn
third,
;
Mayfield
field; fourth, Jason Whitlock, Hick- ce,
Shultz.
Scott
fourth,
Murray;
son,
man County.
Shawn Bald*Social Studies: first, Shawn Kel- •Language arts: first,

win, Graves County; second, Betsy
Ward, Hickman County; third/tie,
Tosha Somers, Paducah Tilghman
and Alicia Gross, Heath.
*English composition: first, David
Koonce; second, Peter Johnson,
, third, Amy Cherry, CarliMurray.
sle County; fourth, Misty Clark,
Murray.
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ORNAMENT TAKEN FROM FRONT YARD

Marge Robinson of 305 N. 17th St. reported to the Murray Police Department Friday that someone had stolen an ornamental rooster from her front
yard According to police reports, the ornament was taken sometime after
4 45 p m. Thursday The rooster is three and one-half feet tall and made of
concrete.

VEHICLE VALDALIZED
The Murray Civic Music
Association presented the
European Community
Chamber Orchestra, which
is under the patronage of
Queen Sofia of Spain, and
duo -pianists Wilfred
Delphin and Edward
Romain, who are appearing
in honor of Black History
Month, Sunday at a concert
at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium.

Richard Hudson of Lexington reported to the Murray Police that his vehicle
was vandalized Friday while it was parked at the Sigma Pi fraternity house
located at 1614 Olive St. Someone pried an emblem from the trunk of the
vehicle, causing damage to the trunk's lid.

JUVENILE ARRESTED FOR SHOPLIFTING

A 16-year-old Marshall County female was taken into custody Friday afternoon after she was detained at Wal-Mart for stealing a radar detector.

CAR WASH VANDALIZED
An employee of the Pro Car-Wash in Murray reported to the Murray Police
Saturday that someone put super glue in the key locks and on the push
bottons of the automatic selection boxes at the car wash. According to
reports, no other damage was reported.

MURRAY MAN ASSAULTED
A 30-year-old Murray man suffered a broken jaw when he was assaulted
Saturday night. Jack Waldrop of A•19 Fox Meadows, was taken to the
Murray/Calloway County Hospital after he went to a residence on Hamilton
Avenue and asked for assistance. Waldrop knocked on the door at 1627
Hamilton and when the resident opened the door they saw that Waldrop was
injured and they summoned the police. According to reports, Waldrop did
nut k.now, or would not say who had assaulted him at the time. The investigation is continuing.

Poll: Kentuckiansfeel...
(Cont'd from page 1)
and among people with less education and lower household incomes.
The percentage of blue-collar
workers who said they were very:
worried about laj?offs was twice as
high as the response among whitecollar workers.
The poll further found the percentage of people saying . their
financial situation was the same
today as a year ago mirrored earlier
findings. In the latest poll. con-

ducted this month, 24 percent said
they are worse off today, compared
with 22 percent in April.
But expectations have changed.
More people predicted they will he
worse off next year: 17 percent in
the latest poll, compared with 12
percent in April. And only 29 percent said they expect to be better
off next year, down from 37 percent in April.
The latest poll appears to support
what some economists are saying

convicts man
In Paducah trial

For Your Comenience \ow Offers

UPS Pick-Up

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
jury recommended a 150-year
prison sentence for a Paducah
man after prosecutors used a
highly technical genetic proem
to tie him to the 1988 rape and
beating of a 75-year-old woman.
Jurors recommended the sentence Friday for Jeffrey Keith
Hunt, at the conclusion of
McCracken County's first trial
in which DNA evidence was
introduced.
Hunt also was convicted of
burglarizing the elderly
woman's home as well as
another in the same vicinity of
midtown Paducah last April.
Assistant Commonwealth
Auomey Tim Kaltenbach said
that under the state's persistentoffender statute, Hunt would
have to serve 75 years before
being eligible for parole.
McCracken Circuit Judge Bill
Graves scheduled formal sentencing for March 26.
Kaltenbach said he expected
the case to be appealed as a test
for the DNA scientific process
used by the Kentucky State
Police crime laboratory in
Frankfort to link evidence from
the two crimes to Huni Defense
attorney Don Muir said an appeal was likely.

DailMonda), - Frida

UPS

M.F 9 a.m.- X p.m. sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. sun 1-5 p.m.
753-23114)
0Impe Plaza
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Sally Hopkins Can Show You
How Refinancing Could
Put Your Kids through College
(!,ay.from 9.75'.,...
Reduce your rate just
on a $5),0(1)34,year mortgage,and you save 0% er
($/3,04.3.00 to be exact). That's money vou could
other important things like your children educatior
Plus, Sally is an expert at refinancing. Her job is to make
the whole process easy for you. If we were you, we'd
bank with us!

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201 Mam street, 704-100
Kenny Rose
Sally Hopkins

Rates

— that people may bc more fearful
of the recession than they need to
be.
Russ Lytle, a financial planner
for IDS Financial Services Inc. in
Louisville, said his clients say they
personally haven't been hurt by the
economy.
But they hear a lot about the
recession, so they're planning for
the bad time and hoping that it
doesn't come," he said. "I'm not
so sure that 25 percent of this

DNA 'testimony'

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Ship %1eekl & Saw money

MAN ARRESTED IN PARK
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Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery:: Pick 3: 3-7-1 (three,
seven, one); Lotto:
11-12-20-34-35-39; Sunday's
winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
'-(-2 (tree. five. two)

recession isn't in people's minds."
With the recession, the poll
found that 81 percent think the
national economy is somewhat or
very unhealthy. In a November
1990 Bluegrass poll, only 65 percent gave the economy the same
downbeat assessment.
Far fewer people — 66 percent
— said Kentucky's economy is
unhealthy, up from 58 percent in
the November 1990 poll.

Demos...

-1

In Saturday's story about the
1992 Miss Spring, it was incorrectly reported that Kelsey Christopher
and her family live on Doran Road.
Ron and Ellie Christopher live
on Hazel Highway.

Snell

WOMAN FIRES SHOT INTO VEHICLE

Tiffany Dawn Garland Fike, 21, of Apartment D-6 South Side Manor, was
arrested early Monday morning by Murray Police after she fired a .357 magnum from her vehicle into the vehicle of Mitch Fike, her ex-husband. According to reports, apparently there was a crime of passion as the female Fike
waited outside the Southside Apartment Complex with a friend, Aaron Wilkerson. When Mitch Fike and his new girlfriend, a juvenile, left the complex in
his vehicle, Dawn Fike fired at least one round into the vehicle. Dawn Fike
was charged with two counts of first degree wanton endangerment and one
count of carrying a concealed weapon. She was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail.

DEPUTIES ARREST MURRAY MAN

(Cont'd from page 1)
results, calling it a "major upset."
"We the people finally won
one," Brown said, saying his campaign had been able to "break
through the cynical barrier of
established politics that relegates
you to media non-existence if you
don't have a warchest full of
S1,000 checks." Brown runs a
shoestring campaign that limits
contributions to $100.
Tsongas, a former Massachusetts
senator, had been expected to win
because of his victory in last
week's New Hampshire primary.
He shrugged off suggestions that
Brown's finish demonstrates he's a
vulnerable candidate undeserving
of frontrunner status.
After Sunday's debate, Tsongas
noted that his 29 percent was better
than what Clinton, Harkin and Kerrey polled all together. "I think
that's a pretty powerful message."
"I give Jerry Brown full credit
for a very aggressive effort," he
said. Earlier, he had brushed aside
questions with, "My fight is with
Bill Clinton at this point." Clinton
was runner-up in New Hampshire:
Brown finished last there.
Brown spoke on the campaign
trail about how people called him a
flake. With Maine's victory in
hand, he said, "People know what
my flaws are. They've been written
about ... This is not a personal candidacy. It's a call to arms. It's a
call to take back this country while
we still have the time."
Sunday's debate gave South
Dakota their best look at the candidates, who up until the past few
days had been preoccupied with
New Hampshire. It gave the candidates a chance to campaign on
issues that will be crucial in the
Midwest, such as the plight of the
family farmer, health insurance and
taxes.

CLARIFICATION

Billy Joe Ferguson, 22, of 404 S. 10th St., was arrested Sunday afternoon
after he was found disoriented in the new portion of the Murray-Calloway
County Park. According to reports, Officer Mike Jump of the Murray Police
Department stated that he noticed Ferguson sitting on a log in the park in a
disoriented manner and when he approached Ferguson, he jumped up into
a tree then fled into the woods. He was apprehended a short time later.
Ferguson was lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a charge of Volatile
Substance Abuse.

Deputies from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department filed charges
against a Murray man Saturday. According to reports, Darren B. Moore, 27,
of 412 S. Sixth St. was arrested at the McCracken County Jail on warrants
for contempt of court and failure to appear for a hearing resulting from
charges registered Dec. 18, 1991 for failure to transfer registration.

FIREMEN ANSWER CALL
Firemen and one pumper from the Murray Fire Department answered a vehicle fire at the Central Shopping Center Friday at 6:35 p.m. It was reported
that prior to the fire, the Ford Fairlane 500's carburetor was leaking. Firefighters extinguished the fire with chemicals and a booster line. At 11:05
p.m. Friday, two pumpers and 11 firefighters responded to a call at A-21 Fox
Meadows. According to reports, apparently, a propane tank under a grill had
caught fire at the valve burning the propane and then the grill. The fire was
extinguished with dry powder. At 8:30 p.m. Saturday, a brush fire was
reported at 304 N. 13th St. Firefighters responded with one pumper and the
fire was extinguished with a booster line from an engine. At 11:23 p.m.
Saturday, the department's rescue vehicle, one pumper and five firefighters
responded to 402 N. 12th where apparently the heater hose on a car had
broken causing the car to overheat. There was no fire found and no equipment used.

DEPUTIES INVESTIGATING THEFT

Richard Jones, Route 7, Murray, reported to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department that either the night of Feb. 20 or the morning of Feb. 21, someone took $400 to $500 in bundles of $20 bills and $1 bills from his truck
console. Fifty checks from the Citizens Bank of Owensboro numbers 176 to
225 were also stolen as well as a Visa credit card from Peoples Bank, a
Neiman Marcus store charge card and a Vanderbilt University medical card.
The bundle of bills had a rubber band around them. According to reports,
Jones was completing tax documents until 9 p.m. Thursday and the went to
William Seed Cleaning nearby around 11:45 p.m. and came back home. He
noticed the bills had disappeared Friday morning. Deputy Dan Bazzell questioned three employees who work for Jones and who Jones said might know
about the money. Bazzell talked to James Jackson, Ronnie Olive and Terry
Todd separately while they were working on a barn on Squire Furches Road
Friday at approximately 1 p.m.

'Welcome back'...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Cherry later told the crowd that
the city council had passed a resolution to help keep the police unit in
Murray.
"I assure you that myself and
this city are going to be working
hard in the next two years ... I
received a phone call from Senator
Ford's office Friday ... we have
their attention in Washington —
we do have the senator's ear,"
Cherry said.
"Our fight has just begun," said
Staff Sgt. Ronnie England, "the
Kentucky National Guard Unit in
Murray Kentucky would like to
remain as a military police unit but
we will accept any decision made
in Kentucky or by the Army — but
we will fight on to remain military
police."
The unit is one of five Guard
units scheduled to be deactivated
by Sept. 1, 1993, to meet budget
cuts mandated by the Army.
Losing the 614th would mean
losing an estimated $750,000 in
payroll and would force some

Two Ford Models
Debut In Memphis
The new 1993 Ford b.cort and
Probe models were unveiled last
week in Memphis,where the Probe
is a bit more popular than elsewhere in the country, according to
David Parker of Parker Ford Lin,oln-Mercury.
The Probe, a two-door sports
coupe with a base price of about
$14,000 for the 1992 model, is
built in Ford's Flat Rock. Michigan
assembly plant_

One model of the 1993 Probe
will be powered by a 164 h.p. dual
overhead cam V-6 that will go 060 mph in about 7.5 seconds. This
model is geared to 30-something
buyers.
Nationally the Probe accounts
for about 10 percent of Ford's unit
sales and about 14 percent in the
mid -south region according to Dan
Morris, Ford's Atlanta-based regional marketing manager.

Advertisement Paid For By
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Palicer

"While the car business has
remained good, the strength of
sales lies in the truck business,"
said David Parker.
Ford dealers have begun receiving new 19921/2 F-Series Flareside
pickups. The 1993 Escort is scheduled for May delivery and the
new' Probes are expected in June.

Ford Isneoln Mercury

members to transfer to other units
or be discharged.
A Kentucky National Guard Unit
will remain in Murray, however,
the unit could be reorganized into a
different type of unit Many speculate that it would be reorganized
into a tank support unit, which
could harm recruiting efforts —
especially local recruiting from
Murray State.
The 614th unit has 158 members
trained to provide traffic control
and battlefield security. Nationwide, Guard strength will be
reduced from 441,000 to 393,000.
Kentucky would lose 513 positions.
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State tries giving new
life to savings program

News ol iiit. World
RESUMED TALKS. CONTINUED VIOLENCE
peace talks as

WASHINGTON — Israeli and Arab negotiators are resuming
violence continues in Jerusalem and the occupied lands and Shiite-Muslim
leaders in Lebanon vow continued struggle against the Jewish state. There
were some indications that the Bush administration, under whose auspices
the talks are being held, might take a more assertive role in trying to get the
sides together in the round opening today. The talks so far have been inconclusive, but officials were encouraged by the fact that Israel, Syria, Palestinian Arabs, Lebanon and Jordan all agreed to send their delegations here.
Even as the Israeli delegation left Tel Aviv's airport Sunday, however, there
were ominous signs of continuing tension.

A BUNKER FOR THE BANKS

CULPEPER, Va. — Blasted out of a hillside, nearly invisible among pastures, is an outpost of the Cold War — a huge bunker where policy-makers
would meet to reconstruct the U.S. economy after a nucliar disaster. If the
unthinkable occurred, Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan
would be spirited 70 miles from Washington to the underground safety of
the Federal Reserve System's Communications and Records Center. There,
shielded by concrete, steel and a variety of futuristic security devices, the
nation's central bank would regroup. "It's not like in the movies — everyone
would not die if the Russians launched 1,000 missiles at us," said operating
manager Julius Malinowski. "Whole areas would not be hit. There has to be
a plan for how to keep the economy running and a place to keep people
safe. We are that place." Cold War tensions have eased since the bunker
was built in 1969, but Malinowski said: "There is still a threat. There is instability in the Third World and sure, we are warming to the Russians now ...
but what about next week? Who's going to be in power then?" The Fed is
reviewing the center and could decide to scale back. But the bunker will
remain, in pan as protection against more mundane disasters — floods, fires and electrical outages that could close some of the Fed's 12 regional
banks, Malinowski said.

BUILDING A BETTER BULB

WASHINGTON — The wonder of the simple light bulb. Ft is being hailed as
the way for Americans to make steep cuts in energy use, save billions of
dollars and help clean up the planet by not having to build as many polluting
power plants. Bui government and industry experts admit that getting people to scrap their cheap, energy thirsty lights for more efficient — and more
expensive — models is not likely to be easy. "It's a tough marketing undertaking to say the least," says Dick Dowhan, a spokesman for GTE-Sylvania,
one of the country's major light bulb manufacturars. Nearly one fourth of all
the electricity used in the United States goes to light offices, factories and
homes, but most of the lights are still far less efficient that they could be. If
everyone were using "the technology (available) on the shelf today we could
cut our electricity use at least in half," says Bob Kwartin, director of a government program called Green Lights, whose aim is to convince industry to
replace inefficient lights. He says about 400 companies, including the likes
of American Express, Boeing Co., and Polaroid, have committed to upgrading their lights over the next five years.

A PLAN FOR ARISTIDE'S RETURN have a deal with

Leaders of Haiti's National Assembly
WASHINGTON
exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to install a new piime minister and a
"consensus government" to pave the way for his return. An Organization of
American States negotiator, Augusto Ramirez Ocampo, said all sectors in
Haiti should accept the plan. But there was no indication that military leaders who ousted Aristide Sept. 30 would go along. The army-installed interim
government had disavowed the latest negotiations before they began. Aristide, ousted five months ago in a military coup, and the leaders of Haiti's
Senate and Chamber of Deputies signed the agreement just before midnight
Sunday, after three days of talks at OAS headquarters.

'WILDNESS'
A CENTURY OF LOVE aFOR
19th-century summer afternoon with

SAN FRANCISCO — It all started on
27 people gathered in a downtown office determined to "do something for
wildness." One hundred years later, the little band of mountaineers and
nature lovers might be surprised to see what became of their Sierra Club,
now a leading environmental player that has flourished through a century of
earthquakes, Earth Days — and James Watt. "I think that they'd be proud of
our achievements, but probably shocked at how unwieldy and far-flung the
organization seems to be today," said Michael McCloskey, Washington,
D..-based senior spokesman for the group. Turning 100 "symbolizes the
durability of the concerns about the environment that ... these interests are
not merely a matter of fads nor a passing romanticism as people thought it
was in the 19th century. These concerns have become part of the fabric of
American culture," McCloskey said.

New policy affects
ex-convicts rights

A&A
Auto Rental

Val

JoAnna Anderson, six-years-old and Justin Alexander, four-years-old
have fun gathering balloons during the Home, Lawn, and Garden
Show at the West Kentucky Exhibition Center on Sunday.

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a ngid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND

In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. Ifyou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me

are 1011

today and let me help you.

790

Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
•Back Pain
CI Neck Pain
O Stiffness
O Numbness
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Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

I

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St
753-4461

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A move
is under way to breathe life back
into a state-aided college saving
plan that once was called a model
for the nation.
It withered after being caught
between a feuding governor and
legislature two years ago and is
hampered by a tax problem now.
"I think it still has ... a lot of
possibilities," said state Sen.
David Karem, sponsor of legislation that created the Kentucky Educational Savings Plan Trust in
1988.
"But there was such a bad taste
in people's mouths about it that it's
going to take three or four years to
recover the issue," Karem, DLouisville, said.
Karem's legislation created a
two-part program, beginning with
an investment pool in which individuals would build long-term savings for a child's higher education.
But the innovation, the incentive
for savers, was a separate, endowed
trust that would offer matching
funds from corporate contributions.
The idea, Karem said, was to
solicit large Kentucky companies
— Ashland Oil, Humana, Jerrico,
United Parcel Service — with
records of supporting higher
education.
The grand kickoff was in
December 1989. Then-Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and his finance secretary, L. Rogers Wells Jr.,
announced a three-year campaign
to raise $5 million for the trust.
They said the administration
would ante up the first SI million,
using investment earnings of the
state-run Student Loan Corp.
Toyota and several other large
companies supposedly promised to
contribute. Four thousand people
were said to be on a waiting list for
enrollment in the investment pool.
Two years and two months later,
the plan has about 800 participants.
The trust fund has about $40,000
and no corporate patrons.
In between, the program has
been a political football.
Wilkinson changed its name to
the Kentucky Education Enhancement Program, or KEEP.
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Associated Press Writer

Wilkinson had campaigned for a
constitutional amendment to allow
him to seek re-election. Cynics saw
the ads self-promotion — KEEP
Wilkinson — and the 1990 General
Assembly pulled the plug.
"Rightly or wrongly, people
thought it had something to do with
succession, and it just died on me
vine," said Rep. Jody Richards, DBowling Green.
Wilkinson earmarked $1.5 million for the program's administration and advertising, but the legislature stripped it from the 1990
budget.
Wells called it "a childish act,and Wilkinson transferred the program from Wells' cabinet to the
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority, which administers
the state's student loans.
Richards, who has an account in
the program for his 3-year-old
granddaughter, said it is "on the
right footing and foundation now."
Richards is sponsoring a bill that
would allow the program's governing board to establish a separate
foundation that could apply for a
federal tax exemption.
Paul Borden, the assistance
authority's executive director, said
the charters or bylaws of many corporations permit contributions only
to organizations with the federal
exemption.
Without the bonus of matching
funds, the program is just another
saving plan. But a well-endowed
trust will "give it that special edge
it needs," Richards said.
"I still think it's a wonderful
vehicle," he said. "I think we can
have enough money for my granddaughter to go to school when
she's ready."

ich siu

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- A

new policy instituted by Gov. Brereton Jones' administration has
made it much more difficult for exconvicts to have their civil rights
restored, officials say.
"Governor Jones wanted to
make an informed decision before
restoring a convicts' civil rights,"
Mark Guilfoyle, Jones' general
counsel, said in a statement last
week.
Until January, ex-convicts just
filled out an application that outlined their rfast convictions and
whether they were currently under
indictment, paid a $2 filing fee and
mailed it to the cabinet.
The commonwealth's attorney's
office that prosecuted each person's case had seven days after
being notified to alert the cabinet
of any indictments not on the application; then it was forwarded to the
governor.
Jones' policy requires commonwealth's attorneys' offices to make
a recommendation on whether
someone's civil rights should be
restored.
Until last month, about 80 percent of such requests were
accepted, Corrections Cabinet
spokesman Michael Bradley said.
But Jones' policy has resulted in
about 80 percent of the applications
being rejected, Bradley said.
The cabinet gets about 50 or 60
of the requests a month, Bradley
said. The requests are from exconvicts not on parole or probation
who want their civil rights to vote
and hold office restored.
Rick Jones, a spokesman for the
Jefferson County commonwealth's
attorney's office, said since the
commonwealth's attorney's office
is closely involved in convictions,
"obviously we would be in a position to offer input as to whether
these rights should be restored."

By CHARLES WOLFE
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FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Beskett
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

1990 Taco Bell Corp

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more.I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:'The patient and
any other person responxible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".
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A penny's worth
of a broken promise
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press News Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It's barely a penny; only 1.15 cents, in fact.
But the figure represents something much larger. Fundamentally, it represents the issue of whether the government can be counted on to keep its
word.
The 1.15 cents represents something called the weight-distance surtax.
brief primer: Kentucky imposes several different taxes on large trucks.
One of them is the weight-distance tax. Trucks that weigh 60,000 pounds
or more must pay 2.85 cents for each mile they travel on Kentucky roads.
For most of the last four years, the state has imposed the additional
1.15 cents per mile. The surtax was imposed in order to make up the
money lost when one of the former taxes on big trucks -- a levy imposed
on all vehicles regardless of how much they used the roads called the
decal tax — was declared unconstitutional.
There's some irony here. The decal tax was imposed to replace a former weight-distance tax because trucking concerns hated the weightdistance tax. But it was a trucking association that sued the state over the
decal tax. Thus, truckers found themselves once again with a tax, weightdistance, that they hate even more than the one they sued to get rid of —
the decal tax.
According to the statutes. the surtax was to remain in effect until,
'June 30, 1990, or ending on the last day of the month in which the
receipts from the tax imposed under this subsection have reached a cumulative total of $63 million, whichever is earlier."
The Transportation Cabinet expects to reach the $63 million total sometime in March.
But that may not be the end of the surtax.
The budget bill proposed by Gov. Brereton -Jones includes a provision
that would impose the surtax. "beginning April 1, 1992 and,ending June
30, 1994."
Thus, a tax that is now supposed to end would not end.
"It's an extension of a provision that's already on the books," said
Cabinet Secretary Kevin liable. "It's not a tax increase."
Right.
That's the same kind of logic that would allow the transfer of some $27
million each year from the Road Fund to the General Fund to pay for the
bulk of Kentucky State Police operations. Jones, who is not the first to
use that scam, needs the money from the Road Fund because there isn't
enough in the General Fund to go around.
Section 230 of the Kentucky Constitution requires: "No money derived
from excise or license taxation relating to gasoline and other motor fuels,
and no monies derived from fees, excise or license taxation relating to
registration,,_operation or use of vehicles on public highways shall be
expended for other than the cost of administration, statutory refunds and
adjustments, payment of highway obligations, costs for construction,
reconstruction, rights of way, maintenance and repair of public highways
and bridges and expense of enforcing state traffic and motor vehicle

Nineteen years have passed since
Sam Ervin conducted Senate hearings on the right of a reporter to
protect his confidential sources.
Nothing much came of those hearings, for which Sam and the good
Lord may be thanked, but it is a
measure of the continuity of the
issue that the Senate once more is
involved in the harassment of
reporters.
This time around, the Senate's
involvement is unusually fatuous.
During the hearings last summer on
confirmation of Justice Clarence
Thomas, someone leaked information. The assumption is almost
inescapable that the leak came
from a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee or from someone
on a senator's staff.
Nina Totenberg of National
Public Radio arid Timothy Phelps
of Newsday checked out the tip
and did what good reporters are
obliged to do. They reported the
story. Now the committee has
retained special counsel to track
down the leak, and the counsel has
subpoenaed the two reporters to
testify.
If Phelps and Totenberg refuse
to disclose the source of the leak,
they could be prosecuted for contempt of Congress. Hypothetically,
they could be sent to jail. It would
be no defense to contend, truthfully. that EVERYONE has coRrpt
for Congress. When senators set
out to behave like jackasses, they

A CONSERV:\TIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
positively invite the scorn this
travesty deserves.
Nothing will come of the committee's huffing and puffing. The
two reporters will tell the special
counsel what he may do with his
precious subpoenas. Some committee member with at least minimal
intelligence will move quietly to
call the whole thing off, and the
committee's harassment will sputter to an indecisve end. Sic semper
tyrannis. Thus always with
blowhards.
Getting back to Sam Ervin in
1973. A reporter meets a few wonderful people along the way. Sam
was among the best — a North
Carolinian, a great student of the
Constitution, a gifted storyteller, a
man who seasoned his wisdom
with humor.
The hearings that February had
their genesis in Richard Nixon's
hatred of the press. In the first two
and a half yers of the Nixon administration, Ci,S and NBC along
received 121 subpoenas. In 1970
Nixon's ill-fated attorney general,
John Mitchell, issued "gui,,,•!;--s"

for the use of quasi-judicial federal
agencies in requiring reporters to
reveal their sources.
Seeking to please the press, several senators introduced bills to
enact a federal shield law. Cranston
of California had a bill; so did
Weicker of Connecticut and
Schweiker of Pennsylvania. The
bills were wrongly conceived and
miserably drafted, and Senator Sam
knew it, but the sponsors were
pressing for a hearing. He asked a
few of us who opposed the bills to
testify, and I did my bit.
Ervin understood with great clarity the role of the press in a free
society. He had been a judge, and
he understood the role of the
courts. Freedom of the press is a
great right, but it is not an absolute
right. Reporters are citizens before
they are reporters, and in criminal
proceedings they must be subject to
the same rules that apply to everyone else.
Under the Sixth Amendment, the
accused has a right to be confronted with witnesses against him.
Especially in capital cases, when a

defendant's very life is on the line,
it is preposterous to contend that a
reporter may withhold information
vital to the defense on the grounds
of "protecting a source."
But Sam Ervin loved history and
he held the long view. In the 1973
hearings he quoted approvingly
from Justice Potter Stewart's dissent in a famous case that had been
decided the year before. If reporters cannot protect their sources
against the unrestrained yse of the
power of subpoena, "valuable
information will not be published
and the public dialogue inevitably
must be impoverished."
That is the crux of the pending
case. Until Phelps and Totenberg
broke the story, the allegations of
sexual misconduct against Justice
Thomas might have hovered over
his confirmaiton like a poisonous
cloud. His accuser might have
remained free, as she had hoped, to
fire from ambush. The senators or
staffers who leaked the story felt
that publication would defeat the
nominee. Their blunderbuss
misfired.
We are not dealing with criminal
law. The two reporters violated no
federal statute. They did their job;
and to the chagrin of other reporters who were scooped, they did it
well. The current investigation will
serve only to waste the taxpayers'
money and to make the Senate look
stupid. But what else is new?

laWS."

Certainly, the state police enforce state traffic and motor vehicle laws.
But ever since the organization grew from the old highway patrol. it has
also enforced laws like the ones that prohibit murder.
That's not to say that the entire idea isn't worthy or at least debatable.
But it amounts to little more than an artful dodge of what Kentucky's
admittedly archaic constitution requires.
Trucking interests will complain about the situation. They still want to
get rid of the weight-distance tax altogether. They have proposed a series
of ways to make up the money, most of which would involve imposing
higher gas taxes on people who just drive automobiles.
And though their arguments will ring hollow because they are the ones
who caused the weight-distance tax to be revived, their central question
about whether a promise is being broken remains a nagging topic.

Letters to the Editor

Perspective on Politics

Late entry in the Democratic race?
The party's own strategy all but prevents it
By WALTER MEARS
An Associated Press News Analysts

Appreciates care from MCCH staff
Dear Editor:
Thank you to all the doctors, nurses and other staff who helped make
my stay at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital as comfortable as possible. When I was admitted through the emergency room on Feb. 15 the
concern of the staff was greatly appreciated. I would particularly like to
thank Dr. Thomas and Dr. Trevathan for their quality care during my hospital stay.
Dana L. Shanholtzer
2603 University Station, Murray

Has 'solution' to seat belt law
Dear Editor:
Now that the seat belt law is all but in effect, and since I can not
change or influence the matter one way or the other: I feel this was unfair
to the voting people of Murray more so than the county, which never had
a say so in any of the city's affairs.
I do have a solution to this as far as I am concerned. I do the purchasing for two families in the county, so I plan to move all tics, financial and
otherwise, from the city limits of Murray before July 1.
This will not break the city financially, nor will it hurt any business
there. I do not want any of the S12,000-15.000 spent in Murray which
generates taxes to pay these people's salary.
Roy L. Balennne
Rt. 3 Box 281, Murray

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published.) The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Times, P.O. Box 1040. Murray. KY 42071.

WASHINGTON — Ready or
not, the Democrats' early springloaded system for choosing a presidential nominee may snap shut
soon.
The calendar fits a strategy that
was designed for quick consensus
on a White House challenger, the
better to mobilize for the fall campaign. But the cast of candidates
isn't quite what some congressional
Democrats had in mind.
New Hampshire installed former
Sen. Paul Tsongas as the frontrunner, Arkansas Bill Clinton as
the challenger heading into his own
territory, Sens. Bob Kerrey of
Nebraska and Tom Harkin of Iowa,
and former California Gov. Jerry
Brown as the catch-up candidates.
For Kerrey and Harkin, the next
primary, in South Dakota, may be a
contest for campaign survival; the
loser there could be the first candidate out.
Tsongas holds the advantage
today as Maine Democrats hold
their delegate caucuses; his New
Hampshire victory is a boost and
so is his Massachusetts accent.
After those two contests, the
schedule is packed, 25 more contests in less than a month.
At the same time, deadlines for
entering primaries have gone by in
27 states accounting for nearly 60
percent of the delegates who will
pick a presidential nominee in New
York on July 15.

'I hat's a barrier to late entries;
any candidate who decided to run
n- v would have to base his camp., in on an assumption that the
f!, ! will prove unacceptable, that
tl• i:urrent candidates will divide
r, .nating support along regional
lines and that the race won't be
won before the Democratic National Convention.
But that brokered conventict
notion has been a pipe dream of
candidates who started late or lost
early for 20 years. And every time,
a candidate has emerged from the
primary elections with the nomination won.
Every time save one, the Republican nominee then beat him in
the fall campaign.
That prompted the short season
strategy: Settle early, try to avoid a
long, divisive campaign among
Democrats and show the voters a
consensus choice who can start
campaigning one on one against
President Bush.
"Democrats want a winner,"
says Ronald H. Brown, the party
chairman. "No more litmus tests ...
no more ideological battles."
This time, he says, it is the
Republicans who face that kind of
struggle, President Bush versus
conservative rebel Patrick
Buchanan.
Brown said from the start that he
expects the nominee to come from
the current field of active candidates and that he looks for a swift
decision on which one, by late
March or early April.

On that timetable, the choice
would almost have to be either
Clinton or Tsongas, with an edge
to the Arkansas governor because
of the Southern accent to the primaries in the next round, in states
like Georgia, South Carolina and
Florida. Clinton is better organized
and better financed, too, although
Tsongas is reaping campaign contributions on the strength of his
New Hampshire victory.
On Monday, before the New
Hampshire primary, the top two
Democrats in Congress both talked
of possible late entries, from a roster of campaign holdouts that
includes Sen. Lloyd M. Bentsen of
Texas, Rep. Richard A. Gephardt
of Missouri, the House majority
leader and a 1988 candidate, and
the constantly prospective Gov.
Mario Cuomo of New York. A
New Hampshire write-in campaign,
which Cuomo did not discourage,
wound up with only 3 percent of
the Democratic vote, hardly a summons to candidacy.
At a meeting of AFL-CIO leaders in Bal Harbour, Fla., on Monday, Senate Majority Leader
George J. Mitchell of Maine said
competition serves democracy, and
"the more candidates the better."
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley
said new entries were a possibility,
although the winner was likely to
be one of the current candidates.
Foley also said he'd back Gephardt
if he entered.
On Wednesday. Foley said he
regards Clinton as the front-runner

although he isn't endorsing a candidate yet. And the Arkansas governor ran his count of endorsements of Democratic members of
Congress past 40.
Clinton claimed to have won by
running second in New Hampshire,
saying he'd overcome the controversy about his personal life and
Vietnam era draft status by gaining
26 percent of the vote. But those
political problems have not been
erased, and even if rival Democrats
don't try to revive them now,
Republicans will later.
With Tsongas, the establishment
concern is not only clectability, it's
a program that challenges the economic plan advocated by Democratic congressional leaders. His most
direct challenge: a campaign vow
that he would veto a middle class
tax cut as unwarranted and useless
in the effort to revive the economy.
Tsongas said if he wins a mandate, they'll sec it his way.
"The public will decide whether
Sen. Dukakis will be able to veto
anything," Foley retorted, a slip
that summarized two of the problems facing Tsongas.
As he said in New Hampshire,
"Being the second Greek from
Massachusetts is a lot harder than
being the first Greek..."
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R.
Mears, vice president and columnist for The Associated Press, has
reported on Washington and
national politics for more than 25
years.)
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Joint proclaimation

Planting season near

Wrather advisory panel named
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weather.
If you are interested in obtaining
tree seedlings for spring planting and
wish some information about them,
contact Ron Talent, County Ranger
for Calloway County at 753-9894
evenings, or call the Kentucky Div,
sion of Forestry Office at Mayfield,
#247-3913.

County Ranger Ron Talent states
that it is now time to begin planning
for your spring tree planting program.
The Kentucky Division of Forestry is
now taking orders for tree seedlings
for planting this spring. These seedlings will be lifted.at the nursery and
delivered sometime in late March or
early April, depending on the

Governor proposes horse bill

A newly organized panel consisting of county representatives from the
Purchase Area met recently at the Wrather West Kentucky Museum
on the Murray State University campus. The museum's advisory
panel will serve two-year terms and meet quarterly. Wrather Hall,
Murray State's oldest building was renovated in 1979-1981 in order
to house the museum which is designed to reflect the heritage of the
region. Members of the advisory group and the county they represent
include: (first row, from left): Mary Lou Chandler, Ballard; Virginia
Jewell, Hickman; and Wilma Edmonds, Wrather Museum secretary.
Second row, from left: Mary LaIla Turner, McCracken; Mrs. Sidney
Dyer, Ballard; and Margaret Heath, Marshall. Third row, from left:
Kathy Kopperud, Calloway; Libby Hart, Founders Committee, Calloway; and Sally Alexander, exhibits coordinator for the museum.
Fourth row from left: Dick Holland, McCracken, vice-chairman; Dr.
Coy L. Harmon, museum director; William Shadoan, Carlisle; Walt
Apperson, Founders Committee, Calloway; and Dr. Keith Heim, Calloway secretary. Not pictured is Jane Brodsky of Graves County who
was selected chairman of the advisory council.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
latest draft of a bill proposed by
Gov. Brereton Jones to aid the
horse industry will be made public
next week and will detail which
communities would be designated
for off-track betting, the governor's
lawyer said Friday.
Mark Guilfoyle, Jones' general
counsel, also said that the bill will
have a revision that will allow
those communities the choice of
barring off-track betting parlors.
The bill would also bar the use
of state lottery outlets as sites for
off-track betting, said Rep. Jim
LeMaster, D-Paris, whom Jones
has asked to sponsor the bill.
LeMaster said the bill's latest
revisions also include increasing
economic incentives to towns in
which race tracks want to build offtrack betting parlors and would
appease harness-racing interests
upset about earlier versions of the
legislation.
Jones has proposed expanded
off-track betting on Kentucky horse
races as a "revenue-neutral" way
to raise $3.75 million a year for the
governor's newly-proposed incentive program for Kentucky horse
breeders.
But some key legislators
objected to Jones' earlier proposal,
in large part because it would not
let communities reject the off-track
betting parlors. Race tracks
opposed such a provision, fearing
anti-gambling forces would close
off much of the newly-opened
territory.
Guilfoyle and LeMaster declined
to give details of the latest language on local option. But the
revised bill apparently would legal-

ize the parlors within prescribed
zones of the state that lack race
tracks, and would require localities
to act to reject the parlors.
Jones and Guilfoyle told Senate
leaders Tuesday afternoon that
"they want the community to have
to vote it (off-track betting) out,
rather than the community having
to vote it in," said Senate Majority
Leader Joe Wright, D-Harned.
"It's a different spin on it than
you normally think of as local
option," he said.
LeMaster said the new draft
would maintain a 60-40 split of
simulcasting dates between a thoroughbred track and a harness track,
if they're in the same city. (Lexington and Henderson are the only
affected cities.)

Calloway County Judge/Executive George H. Weaks (front, left) and
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry signed a joint proclaimation Feb. 21
designating the week of Feb. 24 to 28 as Drug-Free Schools Week in
Murray and Calloway County. Back, from left: Anne Correll, Title
Five coordinator; Marion O'Rourke, high school guidance counselor;
Melisa Stark, East Elementary School counselor; Melodie Jones,
D.A.R.E. officer with the Murray Police Department; Joy Waldrop,
counselor at Southwest Elementary and Joy Doran, Calloway Middle
School counselor.

We need you.
American Heart
Association V

CCESS
I/MIT/ft2&'- SU
GUARANTEED
WEIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

"For The Health of it!"
• Fabulous Fresh Frozen Food
• Personal Exercise Schedule
• Flexible & Easy Program
• Individualized Program
• Body Fat Analysis
• No Hidden Costs
• No Contract

Success Guaranteed! or your
Money Back! Period!
One on one Counseling. Call for an appointment today!
We're committed to your success
Kathy Perkins • Martha Duncan

301 N. 12th St. (University Square) • 753-9932
Pi
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USED CARS

FEBRUARY CLOSEOUTS

1991 Cadillac Fleetwood: Front wheel drive, academy

grey with grey leather, compact disc player, 12,000 miles. Not a
nicer car around.
1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville: Carmine red with red
leather, full power, 12,000 miles Sharp car
1991 Chevrolet Lumina Euro Coupe: 7,000 miles.
bucket seats with console, power windows, door locks, cassette
Like new
1991 Corsica LT: Four door, 7,000 miles, white with blue

All Prices Good ID Feb. 29th
1992 Geo Metro: Stock #92210.2 dr., overdrive transmission, air conditioning, AM-FM stereo, wheel covers.

cloth, V 6, automatic

1991 Corsica LT: Four door, 10.000 miles, white with grey
cloth, 4 cyl., automatic

'7,347"

1991 Cavalier RS Coupe: Automatic, AM-FM, air
conditioning, 8,000 miles
1991 Cavalier RS: Four door, overdrive transmission, AM FM cassette, air conditioning, 4,000 miles.
1990 Chevrolet Caprice: 33,000 miles, 305 V-8, power
door locks, tilt, cruise, wire wheel covers 1 owner
1990 Oldsmobile 98 Regency: 15,000 miles, all the
buttons, 1 owner Cadillac trade
1989 Pontiac Grand Am: Four door, automatic, air
conditioning. 52,000 miles, white with blue int.
1989 Ford Escort GL: Four door, automatic, air
conditioning. 45,000 miles, red with red cloth
1988 Chrysler New Yorker: V-6 autornatic,Nill power,
55,000 miles, 1 owner trade in
1988 Nissan Stanza Wagon: 36,000 miles, automatic 6
passenger wagon Sharp.
1988 Dodge Arles: Four door sedan, 4 cyl , automatic, air
conditioning, power steering, 34,000 miles.
1988 Olds Cutlass Supreme Coupe: V-6, automatic,
AM FM cassette, tilt/cruise, 55,000 miles
1987 Dodge Daytona: 5 speed, air conditioning, AM-FM
cassette, 1 owner new car trade.
1986 Ford Taurus: Full power, power driver's seat, V-6
engine, 60,000 miles This is one sharp car_
1986 Buick Riviera: V-6, automatic, AM-FM cassette,
57,000 miles, cadillac trade in.
1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera: Four door, 4 cyl
automatic, 65,000 miles.
1985 Lincoln Town Car: Dk grey, metallic with grey cloth,
68,000 miles. Local Cadillac trade-in.
1983 Oldsmobile Delta 88: v 8, rear wheel drive
automatic, local 1 owner new car trade.

1992 Geo Storm 2+2 Sports Coupe:

Stock
#92157. 1.6 liter, 4 cyl., overdrive transmission, AM-FM
cassette, air conditioning.
1992 Corsica LT: Stock #92058. Drivers side air bag,
anti-lock brakes, air conditioning, automatic, power door
locks, tilt wheel.
Stock #92121. Overdrive
transmission, AM-FM stereo, power steering, floor mats,
wheel covers, automatic locks.
1992 Lumina 3.1 Sedan: Stock #92044. V-6 engine,
automatic, 60/40 cloth split bench, sport wheel covers, air

90,9229°
isrin

91,95025

1992 Cavalier VL Coupe:

conditioning, tilt, cruise.
Stock #92191. 3.1, V-6 engine,
removable roof panels, automatic, AM-FM cassette, air
conditioning, floor mats.
1992 S10 Blazer Four Door: Stock #92146. 4.3
liter V-6, automatic, AM-FM Cassette, luggage carrier, rear

1992 Camaro AS:

window defogger, tilt/cruise.
Stock #92198. Overdrive
transmission, cast aluminum wheels, tilt/cruise, power
windows, power door locks, AM-FM cassette w/equalizer.

8,872"
92,833"
92,92130
6,43433

USED TRUCKS

1992 C1500 Silverado:

Stock #92105. V-8 engine,
automatic, AM-FM stereo, power windows, power door
locks, 60/40:cloth split bench, tilt/cruise.

92,98011

1990 Dodge Short Wheel Base Conversion Van:
Alu
c
oth
tomatic, 29.000 miles, 4 captain's chairs, dk blue with blue

1990 Chevrolet S10: Black with alloy wheels, 4 cyl 5
speed, air conditioning, 40,000 miles
1989 Dodge Dakota Convertible: Factory original V-6,
sport interior, lull power, alloy wheels Sharp truck
1989 Chevrolet Four Wheel Drive: 350 automatic, two
tone paint, new truck trade in
-1989 Ford F150 Four Wheel Drive: V-8 engine, manual
transmission, XLT package
1989 Dodge D150 Short Wheel Base: V 8 engine,
automatic, tilt, cruise, 1 owner, 47,000 miles
1987 Toyota Four Runner: Black with red interior, 5
speed, air, SR-5, alloy wheels

1992 Chevrolet Caprice:

96,44245

1992 Oldsmobile 88 Royale:

Stock #92091. 3000
V-6, automatic, full power, power driver's seat, AM-FM
stereo cassette, floor mats, rear window defroster.

1992 Oldsmobile 98 Regency Elite:

3800 V-6,

full power, cloth interior.

7,83876
s23,58376

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

.. , 0
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Leap
Into
Savings

CHEVROLET PEPPERS
600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices
after rebate Dealer retains any
manufacturer to dealer incentive

Ge0

"Oldsmobile

642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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MURRAY TODAY
CWU hosts lady at Fern Terrace

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK
.1k

Monday, Feb. 24

Jo Burkeen

Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m/Parish Center, Si Leo Catholic Church.

Murray Today editor

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

51i* iss leasit

Puppets at Memorial Baptist
Church/8 p.m.

isi:

r. .
Church Women United hosted a recent party for residents of Fern I errace Lodge. I he dootion was gken
by the Res. Eugene Burkeen from Coldwater and Lynn Grose United Methodist Churches. Jim Gibbs was
presented a gift certificate by C111 for playing the piano for each third 11ednesday singing at Fern Terrace by C1S1 . Among those assisting at the party %ere, front left, Rachel Jackson, Freda Losetet, Clink
Brown, Millie Nall, Teresa McClure, N1argrett Fretts, Chrystelle Palmer, Mary Anne Yan7, Sarah Van
Meter, Estelle 1dams. Martha Jones and Lucille Potts. Other helpers were %kiting with residents and not
included in the picture.

First Baptist Church e‘ents
include Saints Alive/11 a.m. an,',
Discipleyouth/5 p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/1 p.m /Weaks
Community Center.

Special nursing course planned

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

tendon, Fulton. Graves, Hickman.
me can also he completed over a
The Jackson Purchase Area
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall.
Course
if
desired.
period,
1: week
Health Education Center (Purchase
McCracken and Trigg.
AHEC) in cooperation with the beginning time should he carefully
Further information and course
Kentucky Nurses Continuing Edu- selected by the nurse so that full
can he obtained by conto
materials
completgiven
he
has
can
attention
(KNCEN)
cation Network
tacting the Purchase Area Health
developed a Registered Nurse ing the course and the process of
Education Center at 1-444-8011 or
Refresher Course for 150 .contact returning to the nursing profession
by writing to Registered Nurse
can ,he expedited
hours of continuing education.
Refresher Course, Purchase Area
'
T's This program is offered in all 12
The course is designed for RNs.
AllEC
Purchase
Health Education Center, P.O. Box
the
in
a
for
period
counties
v.ho have not practiced
76Q. Paducah. KY 42007 7769,
Ballard. CalloAa. Carlisle, Uri! '
of time and would like to re-enter
the nursing work force.
A 12-week at-home stud) didatic
and 80 hours of c!inical experience
under the guidance and supervision
of a registered nurse preceptor are
included in the course. The clinical
experience may be done in a facili
ty of the nurse's choosing.
Sydney Rogers Lamb
Shelby Deanne Jones
The begining date for starting
Mr and Mrs Danny Lamb of
Paul Jones
Monroe
Mrs.
and
Mr.
the course is selected by the nurse
of Memphis, Tenn., are the parents 2211 Selma Dr., Nashville, Tenn.,
at his/her convenience. Once the
of a daughter, Shelby Deanne are the parents of a daughter, Sydat-home study portion has begun, it
Jones. born on Monday, Feb. 17. ney Rogers Lamb, born on Thursis designed to be completed in 12
The baby weighed nine pounds one day. Feb. 13, at 8:05 a.m. at Westweeks.
ounce and measured 2112 inches. side Hospital, Nashville. The
The 80 hours of Cinical experiThe mother is the former Monika mother is the former Devry Rogers.
West. They have one son, Philip Grandparents are Ronald and
Taylor Jones, 21/2. Grandparents Janice Rogers of Lynn Grove and
are Alton C. and Margaret E. Jones Bobby and Shirley Lamb of Murof Murray and Mrs. Mary Ann ray. Great-grandparents are Mrs.
West Jones and husband. Henry Grace Cook, Lynn Grove, Mrs.
Annabelle Stone. Murray, and J.D.
Jones. Hopkinsville.
arid Reba Lamb, Farmington.

Births announced

(Coned on pare 71

VINYL SIDING
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS
from

THERMAJAINE
THE TOP-OF-THE-LINE"
'LOW PRICES
'LIFE TIME WARRANTIES
'FINANCING
'SPECIAL DISCOUNT
PROGRAMS
#1 in Western Kentucky

IN MURRAY CALL: 759-4433
(after 3 p.m.)
IN PADUCAH CALL: 554-7647
ELSEVERE TOLL FREE 1400-26441

Retired Teachers' meeting Thursday
Wilson Gantt, president of Calloway County Retired Teachers Association, announces an emergency meeting for CCRTA members and other
retired educators in the community. This will take place on Thursday, Feb.
27, at 2 p.m. at Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Retired educators need to be aware of legislation being proposed in Frankfort, related
to retired teachers and administrators. One item refers to the Retired Teacher Insurance Program and another item relates to the possible taxation of
retired teacher annuity payments.

Southwest nominations needed
Nominations for the two parent representatives on the Site-Based Decision Making Council of Southwest Calloway Elemetary School are now
being accepted. Parents of a currently enrolled Southwest student or a student who will be enrolled during the next school year are eligible for nomination. Nominations must be submitted in writing and turned into the school
office no later than Wednesday, March 4. Parents may nominate themselves
or other parents. The two parent representatives will be elected at the PTA
meeting on Monday. March 9. If you have any questions, call the election
committee members: Dr. Michael Hicks, principal, 753-5843, Susan Warren,
753-3351, or Amy Fotsch, 753-0618.

Revival at Bethel Fellowship
Revival services at Bethel Fellowship Church will start Wednesday, Feb.
26, and continue through Saturday, Feb. 29. The evangelist will be Cecil S.
Hamby of Valdese, N.C. Services will be at 7 p.m. nightly at the church,
located east of Murray on Highway 94. The public is invited to attend. For
information call 753-0220.

Events planned at Murray Club
Two special events are planned this week at Murray Country Club.
Ladies' Night Out dinner will be Tuesday, Feb. 25. The cost will be $5.50
per person for the menu of lasagna, salad, French bread, dessert and drink.
On Friday, Feb. 28, a sit-down dinner will be served from 7 to 8:30 p m. The
menus will include steamed shrimp, wild rice, stir-fry vegetables, rolls,
dessert and drink. The cost will be $11 per person. Reservations for both
dinners may be made by calling 753-6113.

AAR.P Chapter to meet Tuesday
Murray-Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday. Feb. 25, at 12 noon at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Betty Hornsby who is retired from Murray State University Library,
will speak about her experiences as an exchange teacher in China. Robert
Hendon, president, urges all members, any persons who are members of
the national AARP, and other interested persons to attend.

Tucker gets permits

You Can Be A Member

Hospital retirees will meet tonight

For Only $28/mouth.
Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee
you'll like it.

Kenlake State Park is sponsoring an Essay contest for fourth and fifth
grades classes in Marshall and Calloway County Schools. Each student's
essay should comply to the following rules: Subject, Kentucky BiCentennial; length, 300-500 words; criteria: content, spelling and neatness; due date, May 1, 1992; cover page: student's name, name of school,
home telephone number and grade. One winner from each county (Marshall and Calloway) will be a special guest of the park and receive a
weekend vacation at Kenlake State Resort Park which will include two
nights' lodging and dinner for winner and immediate family (not to
exceed four persons), with lodging subject to availability. Winner will be
notified May 15, 1992. Essays should be mailed to Kenlake State Resort
Park, ATIN: Ky Bicentennial, Rt. 1, Box 522, Hardin, Ky. 42048. For
more information call Gloria Peck-Hargrove at 474-2211 or
1-800-325-0143.

Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet tonight (Monday)
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This is for all retirees and for any persons who
have ever worked at the hospital. This event has been changed to the last
Monday night of the month. For more information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon

Premiere
Health and Fitness Clus

Caregivers Seminar Feb. 25

University Square • 759-9995

A Caregivers Seminar will be Tuesday, Feb. 25, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
office of Purchase Area Development District, U.S. Highway 45 North, at
Mayfield. Any one providing care to a homebound person who would like to
learn more caregiving skills, contact Teresa Pierceall at 1-247-3666 or
1 800 866 4213 to register or for more information.

Singles' meeting Tuesday

hris Tucker, 16, junior at Calloway County High School, recently
got his drising permit and his student's pilot permit the same day on
his 16th birthday on Nos, 26. He is pictured here beside an airplane
at Kyle-Oakley Airport, located off Highway 783 North, PennyAirport Road. Tucker is the son of Cheryl Milner and Curtis Tucker.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Burton Holsapple of Harel and
Mr. and Mrs. John Tucker of Kirksey.

SALE

MIAMI INDIAN
GO
BIN
E. Broadway Mayfield

47.99

715
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

POST IMPRESSIONS PERM
Reg. $65.
',earthy nrd+.
naudes snarl styling Long rta,, ar, iesAgr
Wraps eerl
Sake pod afeectroe through Sat
February 29

247-8537

Professional Real Estate
HOME
of the
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Frtday 9-8;

1902 JCPeroney Company. inc

No Appontment Necessary
a Call 759 9811

Eva Wall group to make bandages
The Eva Wall Mission Group of Memorial Baptist Church will meet Tuesday, Feb 25, at 9 a.m, to make bandages. These will be made out of old
sheets, shirts, dresses and skirts. The material needs to be cotton or polycotton blend and can be any color. The size of the bandages will be three
inches by 30 inches. A sackl.scch will be served at noon. All ladies of the
church are invited to be nvohked in this project, a group member said.

Reading Council will meet
The Murray Area Council of the International Reading Association will
meet Thursday, Feb. 27, at 4 p.m. at Robertson Elementary School. Tina
Dunn, Holly Bloodworth and Marilyn Dill will be hostesses. The informal
meeting theme will be 'Celebrate Literacy Reading Fair.' Teachers from
several elementary schools in the area will be on hand to display and
describe innovative ideas being used in their classrooms related to literacy.
All interested persons are invited to attend

Pageant planned March 14
Miss and Mr. Paducah Pageant will be Saturday, March 14, at 6:30 p.m.
at J.0 Civic Center, 2701 Park Ave , Paducah Over $500 in savings bonds
will be awarded. There will be teen age divisions, and sports wear only.
Contestants must register by Sunday. March I. For more information call
Earlene Timmons, 898-8128

WKAS Board will meet

MONTH

Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
..1
,
Sft cri•aVICAPN •••01:••

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Feb. 25, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway Counly Chamber of Commerce building. 'Do You Know
Yourself' will be the theme of the discussion about self discovery - an inspiring and insightive program about being best friends with yourself. This is a
nonprofit support and social group for single adults. The purpose of the
group is to provide support and positive social interaction for singles of all
ages. For information call Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224,
Sharon/1-527-9748, or Rebekah/1-247-5765.

Dostadui home on two Iola - 3 or 1
bedrooms -2 ear ganago °ensref 9••
haaVair, 24E21 wortshop Only
$89,500

da,

Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

The West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc Board of Directors will meet
Thursday, Feb. 27, at 2 p.m. in the Conference Room of the Central Office,
WKAS, 400 North Fifth St., Mayfield. All board members and interested persons are urged to attend
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CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Monday, Feb 24
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7 p.m./Weaks
Community Center.
Choral Union/7 p.m./Room 241,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082.
Ladies Bible Class/University
Church of Christ/9:30 a.m.

Murray High School 1V and Varsity basketball teams host Fulton
City/4:30 and 6 p.m.
Lecture by David Pailin/7
p.m./Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University. Admission free.

ab.
Mrs. Price Doyle, left, and Dr. Keith Heim, head of Special Collections at Pogue Library, Murray State University, are looking at Volume I of Genealogical Abstracts (A-E).by Virgil D. White which was
donated to the library by Mrs. Doyle, a member of Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution. The volume contains abstracts taken from the Revolutionary War Pensions
and BLU Applications, located in the National Archives Series M805.
There are thousands of births, deaths and marriages that predate
1800 and thousands more that predate 1830 that have been abstracted
from files and included in the book. This volume is an invaluable tool
in doing genealogical research, Heim said.

Mayor Cherry is guest speaker
at Garden Department meeting
and Fourth and Sycamore; the need
for centralization of city offices;
and the city land fill and recycling.
Mary Wells, chairman, introduced Mayor Cherry. Martha Farris, secretary, read the minutes and
gave the thought for the day. Ann
Uddbery, treasurer, gave her report.
Hostesses were Clover Cotham,
Mary Davis, Millie Graves, Virgi:
nia Hale, Mildred Hatcher, Halene
Visher and Billie Hall.

Lecture by Commissioner Donald
Wiseman/6-8 p.m./Collins Center
for Industry and Technology, Murray State University. Admission
free.
Murray State University Racers
will play basketball game with
Austin Peay at Racer Arena/7:30
p.m.
Leadership
Purchase
Toastmasters/7:30 p.m./University
Branch of Bank of Murray.
Info/753-7638 or 753-0224.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Mission Study/6:30 p.m./home of June
Crider.
Tuesday, Feb. 25
East Calloway Elementary School
PTO/6:30 p.m.
Homemakers' Lesson on "Participating in Community Affairs"/10
a.m./Calloway Public Library.

SISTERSVILLE, W.Va. —
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum Inc., is
offering a grand prize of $500 in
its new "Awards of Poetic Excellence" poetry contest.
There will be 34 other cash
awards which are also being given
away. The contest is free to enter.
Poets may enter one poem only,
20 lines or less, on any subject or
in any style.
Contest will close March 31, but
poets are encouraged to submit
their work as soon as possible,
since poems entered in the contest
also will be considered for publication in Poetic Voice of America, a
hardcover anthology.
Prizes will be -awarded by May
31.

Poems should be sent to Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum Inc., Dept.
C, 203 Diamond St., Sistersville,
W.Va. 26175.

I SERVICE NOTES
AIR FORCE STAFF SGT.
RICKY D. SUITER, a surgical
service specialist, has arrived for
duty at Kirtland Air Force Base,
Albuquerque, N.C.
A 1977 graduate of Lowes High
School, he is the son of Willie D.
and Martha A. Suiter of Mayfield.
His wife, Gene, is the daughter
of Charles R. and Patricia A. Wilson of Mayfield.

Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube
Where Needed

$3.95 yd.
$4.50 yd.

$4.50 yd.
$3.50

Bingo/K/C building/7 p.m.
Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
Manor Recreational Room.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Recovery/7 p.m./Red Cross Chapter House, 223 West South St.,
Mayfield. Info/I-247-5469.

Bel•Air Center between Storey's & Murray Sewing

NOW OFFERING DRY CLEANING
We also have self-service & laundry
service & do alterations.
759-2570
/—M-F 6:30 a.m.-10 p.m.• Sat.6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.• Sun. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.

CLOSE-OUT
On Two Of Pier l's Most Popular
WICKER & RATTAN GROUPS

1/2

Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter

3Ol20/904* ONLY 6 LEFT - 125 Ft. Rolls
CLOSEOUT!

KanGaBen.
'3 95 6.95

SANTA BARBARA WHITE SETTEE

1/2" 3VI lb. Density
Robond Pad Starting_ at 994

Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

1/2" or 9/16" 5 Lb. Don•Ity
Robond Pod $1.75 yd.

7 Colors Of Vinyl To Choose From
Commercial
Level Loop
Lots of Selactions

Thousands of yards of carpet to choose from.
Hundreds of Short Rolls To Choose From!
Come By & Get Your FREE Almanac Calendar
FOR SALE - Astroturf Carpet has been rented at Expo Center.
12x20 ft. piece for Only $40. Pickup Monday morning at 8:00
at Ex •o Center.

SANTA FE WHITEWASHED RATTAN SETTEE
Reg. $299.99

Reg. $159.99

Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

$2495
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

All For Only

$3495
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

•
Merl Imports®
Matching End Tables & Coffee Tables Are Also
Reduced Up To 40%!

University Plaza • On Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky.

Buy Any Large Pizza
At Regular Price,
Get a Medium Pizza,
Dessert Pizza
or Super Order of
Cheesesticks
For Only
•Not Good With Any Other Special
*Good Thru 2/2752 - Must 1Presont
Coupon When Ordering.
•Original Crust-Up To 10 Items
•Medium Pim With Sams Numbsi
of Toppings or IMO

All For Only

$4495
FREE Pick-Up & Delivery
Within 5 Miles

Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery
Just
Call

ie-1,44e

Phone 753-4110
or 753-2571

•- .-*,• ••••4't
•
-

-•

•••

•

,
'

Dine-In, Pick-Up
. or FREE Delivery

Ae1•4•fa,N.,,)
'ever

at
.
,

• IAN
.•
.
•.- :* • . •-

7511656

Chestnut St.
)
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L.. A
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"
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P

Now Only $7999

All For Only

Hours: Mon -Fri. 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-5:00

753-0074

7

$14999

(Quantities Are Limited On The Above Items)

Murray Home & Auto

l•

s •
•k

Now Only

SANTA FE WHITEWASHED RATTAN CHAIR

Any Additional Parts & Labor at Additional Costs.

Store

Look for the Old Steam Engines
Murray
611 South On Hazel Hwy

Now Only $99
69

Reg. $139.99

The

B

Now Only $11999

Reg. $239.99

MURRAY
TODAY

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

•

The Cariei
cmeseTh

Price!

SANTA BARBARA WHITE ARM CHAIRS
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

$3.95 per yd.
Was $12.95 yd.
All Bar-Bar Carpet in Stock
17 Width • $6.115 yt _NEW! 15' Width • $7.95 yd
Assorted Colors • Rogues Price $14.99......S11 Pries $6.99

per yard

Louis Douthitt CPA/free services
for senior citizens or disabled persons in filing income tax/Glendale
Road Church of Christ/9 a.m.-4
p.m. Appointment/753-3714.

Center

(formerly Southern Style Cleaneni)

PUSH MOWERS

300 ft. 28 oz. eprnmarcial Carpal
Teal Green - Peieh - Tan

'288

First Baptist Church events
include Mothers's Day Out/9:30
a.m. and Praise/6 p.m.

Murray Laundry

Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Bilt
Through March 15th, 1992

Kangaback
209 Ft. Impression Commercial Carpet Graphic Print
$3.99 yd.
Blue, Belga, Gray
$8.99 yd.
Approx. 80 oz. 400 ft. Bark Tan-13•Igs

-Sculptured
-Trackless
-Plush In Stock
-Commercial

First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!

5 Rolls Approx. 150 ft Each TO oz. Commercial

Murray High School Tiger basketball games with Hickman County
there.

Social Security Representative,
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

'Come

1100 ft. Blue Gray Commercial Plush

Calloway County High School
Laker basketball games with Lyon
County there.

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Center/senior 'Hour/10:30 a.m.
Dexter
activities/9:30 a.m.
History Competition/middle and
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 high school students/8 a.m.-I
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. p.m./Curris Center, Murray State
University. Info/762-2231.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./Murray-Calloway Murray State University
County Hospital. Info/762-1100 or Orchestra concert/8 p.m./Lovett
753-5561.
Auditorium. Darling Downs Trio
from Australia will perform.
Health Express of Murray- Admission free.
Calloway County Hospital/
Ponderosa/Draffenville/9-11:30 GED Test/8 a.m./Counseling and
a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. Info/
Alcoholics Anonymous/open 762-6851.
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

ON SPRING
IOWGeorgia
GET THESee
Boy'
the
Kitchen Print-Action Back

Ladies Bible Class/Glendale Road
Church of Christ/9:30 a.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Poetic Voice of America schedules
special contest for poetry writers

Sandy Friends, nutritionist and
volunteer, spoke to MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens,
Inc., on Thursday morning, Feb.
20, at the Weaks Community
Center. She discussed various
foods which contain iron. Some
of these foods are whole wheat
bread, raisins, dark green leafy
vegetables and brean sprouts.
She had samples of each of these
foods for the seniors to sample.
Following her talk, a question
and answer period followed.

Tuesday, Feb. 25
Ladies Auxiliary VFW Post 6291
will meet 7 p.m./Willis Center.

Hospital Retirees/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade. Note change of date.

The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club heard Murray Mayor Bill Cherry speak at its
January meeting at the club house.
Mayor Cherry presented an upto-date progress report on Murray.
He spoke along the lines of expansion, safety, sanitation, cleaner
water, streets, park system beautification, etc.
Cherry also mentioned the widening of streets at 12th and Main
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Penny a pound on burley
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Growers and buyers of burley
tobacco will each be assessed a
penny per pound on this fall's crop
— the same as last year, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture said
Friday.
Together they will pay a "nonet-cost" assessment of 0.351
cents per pound and a marketing

from the federal government to pay
the farmers the support price for
the burley and sell the tobacco to
the manufacturers at a later date as
they need it.
The Lexington -based Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association buys burley from farmers in Kentucky. Indiana, Ohio,
West Virginia and Missouri.

assessment of 1.649 cents for a total of 2 cents per pound of burley
sold next marketing season.
The money collected through the
no-net-cost assessment guarantees
federal loans that two farmerowned cooperatives take out to buy
burley that is not purchased by
cigarette manufacturers.
The cooperatives take out loans

KFB urging support of quotas
1

LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Kentucky
Farm Bureau is urging a heavy
vote by burley tobacco producers
this week in support of retaining
poundage quotas on the crop for
the next three years.
William R. Sprague, KFB president. issued a statement calling
attention to the referendum, which
will be conducted by mail starting
today through Thursday_
Anyone who shared in the proceeds from a burley crop last year
is elgible to cast a ballot, Sprague

FARM
SCENE

publicly salute the burley program
which continues to be an economic
mainstay of Kentucky's economy,"
Sprague said. "I hope all growers
will take the time to complete their
ballots and get them in before the
February 27 deadline."
Ballots were scheduled to be
mailed last Friday along with
notices of this year's individual
farm quotas. Sprague said any elgible voters who did not receive a
ballot should pick one up at a local
ASCS office.

said. That includes quota- holders.
producers, spouses, tenants and
others who hold a financial interest
in the crop.
The vote requires a two-thirds
favorable margin for passage, but
Sprague says since growers recently received a 6.5 cent per pound
increase in the average price support, he's hoping for a 95 per cent
or better favorable expression of
grower support for the program.
"This vote every three years
offers growers an opportunity to

Production of
wheat should
be on the rise
•

...011111IL
staff
Donna Gilland recently joined the Soil Conservation Service
t.
conservationis
soil
a
as
serve
here in Murray, where she'll

Gilland joins local SCS staff
Donna Gilland, soil conservationist, recently joined the Soil
Conservation Service staff in
Murray.
She will be assisting landowenrs
and operators, who are participating in USDA programs, in conservation planning and application.
Gilland, a native of Todd County,tas worked the past four years
for SCS. Prior to coming to Mur-

Farmers call USDA's disaster
program another disaster

Ross Insurance Agency

USDA's Agricultural Stabilization
Conservation Service.
and
Associated Press Farm Writer
Congress set aside nearly Si bilWASHINGTON — Farmers who lion late last year to help farmers
in
lost crops to bad weather last year who lost crops to bad weather
agree
sides
all
But
1991.
or
1990
say they face a new disaster in
1992 — wrangling with the Agri- there isn't enough money to go
culture Department over their share around — some estimate $3 billion
to $7 billion is actually needed.
of $995 million in disaster aid.
That means that once all the
that
believe
farmers
"Many
are in next month,
applications
USDA wants the process to be as
be pro-rated among
will
payments
complicated as possible, so many
will throw up their hands in disgust eligible farmers.
The National Farmers Union
and walk away," said Leland
that farmers could end with
worries
National
Swenson, president of the
as 30 cents for every dollar
little
as
Farmers Union.
qualified to receive. But
they're
And when the check does arrive
in the field say they're
farmers
"a
receive
will
farmers
mail,
in the
by ASCS employees that
told
being
lot less than they expect," warned
to a dime on the doldrop
could
it
Keith D. Bjerke, administrator of

By JENNIFER DIXON

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health

Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th &

753-0489

Main

Coo.vti.‘44.
fri44.44e.
"Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

beans; 780 tons of vegetable oil;
5,680 tons of rice; and 2,720 tons
of soy-fortified bulgur.
•
"This donation will be distriWASHINGTON — The United
• States will make an $11.5 million buted directly to nearly 400,000
donation to distribute U.S. agricul- needy persons in eight cities in the
Saturday, 1arch 7, 1992
tural commodities to needy people Ural Mountains region of Russia,"
• in the Ural Mountains region of Madigan said. "The population
most at risk includes children under
Russia.
Loin-fat and Weight per Day Figures on All Boars II
The donation includes 12,300 5 years of age, pregnant and lactatmetric tons of commodities worth ing women, the elderly and dis!
II $7 million and $4.5 million in placed persons. We also will target
Vest TN Pavilion, Niartin, TN
11 freight costs, according to Agricul- public institutions such as prisons,
hospitals, senior citizens' homes
▪ ture Secretary Edward Madigan.
Show - I PM
Among the commodities are and orphanages."
The Adventist Development and
Sale - 6 PM
1.560 tons of nonfat dry milk;
▪ 1,560 tons of peas, lentils and Relief Agency International will
TN ALL-BREED SWINE SALE
Herd Boars, "F-1"Cross
and Purebred Gilts

▪

By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press Writer

II
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RUNE'S BP
would like to welcome two
new members to their team.

KEVIN LAMB & ANDY BEALE
are now available to help you with all
your automotive needs & SPECIALIZE
IN AIR CONDITIONER REPAIR.
• We have parts in stock!
V Reasonable prices!

•

•Service Import & American cars!
OTHER SERVICES:
• Tune Ups • Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter & Alternator Work •
Transmission Filters, Seals & Bearings • Brakes 'Universal Joint Work •
Fuel & Water Pumps• Radiator, Heater Work • Drive Shaft • Sell Interstate
Batteries • New Tires • Full & Self-Serve Gas • Make Service Calls

Ruthie's University BP Station
I

Five Points • Murray • 753-5782
cy

lar, said National Farmers Union
lobbyist Howard Lymart
"It's like having four flat tires
and the guy brings you one used
spare — you're better off, but you
sure ain't going to make the car
move," Lyman said.
Swenson said the agency is
demanding more paperwork than
farmers can handle. And Lyman
said the requirements for determining eligibility are confusing.
Rep. Kika de la Garza, chairman
of the House Agriculture Committee, said he is concerned that the
ASCS is trying to discourage farmers from applying.
Bjerke, however, said the agency's must account for the money it
spends.

New U.S. food donations to Russia

NENE NEN

•

ray, she worked for two and a hall
years at Hopkinsville and almost
two years at Mayfield.
She received her B.S. degree in
agriculture from Western Kentucky
University in 1986.
She and her husband David have
two children (Joseph and Jordan)
and live in Marshall County near
the Oak Level area.

handle the food distribution.
USDA said Friday it has signed
seven agreements to date to provide $100.8 million in humanitarian assistance to the former Soviet
republics of Russia and Armenia.
Meanwhile, private exporters
reported last week to the Agriculture Department export sales of
325,000 metric tons of corn for
delivery to 11 former Soviet
republics during the 1991-92 marketing year.
Sales of wheat to the former
republics during 1992 now total
2,131,600 tons and corn 1,256,100
tons.

Report says U.S. farm
debt rose late last year
By MARGARET SCHERF
Associated Press WOW

WASHINGTON — Total U.S.
farm debt, excluding households, is
estimated at $139.3 billion at the
end of 1991, up 2 percent from a
year earlier, but 28 percent below
the 1984 peak.
The Agriculture Department also
said in a February report on agricultural income and finance that
farm banks now are among the
strongest institutions in the nation's
banking system.

"Annualized mid-1991 results
indicate a return on assets of 1.1
percent at farm banks, well above
the low of 0.4 percent in 1986 and
the current industry average of 0.6
percent," it said.
The number of farm bank failures — 10 in 1991 — indicates "a
general absence of serious financial
problems among farm banks," it
said.
It said total farm debt is
expected to increase 1 percent to 2
percent in 1992.

WASHINGTON — U.S. wheat
farmers will have to produce
almost 25 percent more in their
1992 crop for supplies to match the
level a year earlier, the Agriculture
Department says.
"Production will likely increase,
assuming normal yields, but the
reported drop in winter wheat seedings will make a 25 percent
increase less litely," the department said in a situation and outlook summary this week.
Winter wheat seedings were
reported down 1.6 percent, despite
an increase in the area permitted to
be planted by participants in the
1992 wheat program, it said.
"Several factors likely contributed to the decline," the report
said. "The flexibility provisions of
the 1992 wheat program decreased
the number of acres eligible to
receive deficiency payments, thereby reducing farmers' economic
incentive to plant marginal land.
"Also, wheat prices were not as
strong during planting as they are
now. Finally, poor yields and quality problems in recent years likely
discouraged some soft red wheat
farmers.
Spring wheat acreage is expected
to be up sharply, the report said.
However, "with U.S. 1992-93
carry-in stocks forecast at less than
half of year-earlier levels, the 1992
crop will have to rise almost 25
percent in order for supplies to
match 1991-92," it said.
"Because U.S. stocks are very
low, the size of the 1992-93 world
wheat crop will be critical in determining prices," it said. "Assuming
normal weather, especially in the
former USSR, global wheat production will likely expand. Relatively high prices are expected to
encourage producers in Canada,
Argentina, and Australia to expand
area."

Hired workers pay
WASHINGTON (AP) — Hired
workers on U.S. farms were paid
an average wage of $6.37 per hour
during a survey week in January,
37 cents more than a year earlier.
The Agriculture Department's
most recent report on farm labor
also showed 2.57 million people
were working on the nation's farms
and ranches during the week of
•
Jan. 12-18.
Self-employed farm operators
worked an average of 29.8 hours,
compared to 30.5 hours in the comparable week in 1991. Unpaid
workers averaged 32.5 hours, the
same as last year. Hired employees
worked 38.5 hours compared to
37.9 hours in January of last year.

Soviet food assistance
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department has established an office to coordinate food
assistance to the newly independent
states of the former Soviet Union.
The office will be headed by Jim
O'Meara, who has been detailed
temporarily from his position as
director of the U.S. Agency for
International Development's Food
for Peace Program.

TurfCare

your lawn care professionals

FERTILIZING - WEED CONTROL - INSECT CONTROL

753-1320
Customer Service
Direct Line

Your Lawn Is Our Business. Guaranteed.

,
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With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1992 Murray State Racers!
"II here Quality Counts"

Murray State vs. Austin Peay
Tonight, 7:30 at Murray State
OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE STANDINGS
isit Our ,New Showroom
Mon.-Fri. 8 to 4:30
Saturday 8-Noon

753-5719
From All Your
Friends At

17,11„SCI.Pit
,t1tif.FA
401 Olive St.
There's No Place Like

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY
RESTARAUNT
*Country Ham
Breakfast
*Plate Lunch
*Buffet
*Bar-b-que
*Catfish Dinner

SCHOOL
#Murray St.
Eastern Ky.
Middle Tenn.
Austin Peay
Tenn. Tech
Morehead St.
SE Missouri
Tenn. State

CONF
W L
10 3
8 4
8 5
6 6
6 6
5 8
5 8
2 10

PCT
.769
.667
.615
.500
.500
.385
.385
.167

ALL GAMES
W L PCT
13 12 .520
16 12 .571
14 9 .609
11 14 .440
11 14 .440
12 14 .462
11 15 .423
4 21 .160

PTS
2065
2092
1791
2024
2194
2325
1913
1683

OPP
2030
2053
1596
2149
2167
2288
1994
1995

HOME
6-4
10-3
9-1
10-1
9-2
9-2
10-3
4-5

ROAD
6-7
3-6
4-7
0-12
2-12
2-11
1-12
0-16

LAST
FIVE
4-1
4-1
3-2
3-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
0-5

LAST
TEN
8-2
7-3
6-4
6-4
7-3
4-6
4-6
3-7

STREAK
Li
W4
Li
W1
W1
L2
W1
L7

clinched tie for OVC championship and No. 1 seed in conference tournament
LAST WEEK'S GAMES

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

Monday
*Eastern Ky. 87, Austin Peay 75
*Middle Tenn. 68, Tenn. State 49
*Morehead St. 84, SE Missouri 80
*Murray St. 103, Tenn. Tech 99 OT

Monday
*Austin Peay at Murray St.
*Eastern Ky. at Tenn. Tech
*Middle Tenn. at SE Missouri
*Morehead St. at Tenn. State

Thursday
Liberty 98, Morehead St. 78

Wednesday
SE Missouri at Wisc.-Milwaukee

Saturday
*Austin Peay 75,
*Eastern Ky. 83,
*Tenn. Tech 100,
*SE Missouri 80,

Saturday
*Eastern Ky. at Austin Peay
*Middle Tenn. at Col. of Charleston
*Eastern Ill. at Murray St.

Middle Tenn. 73
Tenn. State 64
Morehead St. 89
Murray State 75

gre1
TACO'BEL
CATCH THE
AMOMO
753-8758
402 N. 1201
Murray

r..jutailk;

WIN OVC TITLE IN UNDERDOG ROLE

The Murray ta
Racers won their fifth straight Ohio Valley Conference
basketball champi ship this season in an underdog role for the third time.
In voting by league coaches and sports information directors that was
announced at OVC Media Day in mid-November, MSU was picked third in this
season's round-robin title race. But last Monday's win over Tennessee Tech
assured the Racers of a share of the 1991-92 OVC title.
MSU shared the title with Middle Tennessee in '89-90 and won outright
titles in each of the other seasons, after coaches and SIDs voted the Racers
fifth in their '87-88 and '89-90 polls and first in '88-89 and '90-91.
OVC COACHES-SID PRESEASON POLL

PRESEASON ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM

1

(First Team)
Popeye Jones, Murray State
Warren Kidd, Middle Tennessee
LaMonte Ware, Austin Peay
Van Usher, Tennessee Tech
Brett Roberts, Morehead State
(Second Team)
Frank Allen, Murray State
Jamie Ross, Eastern Kentucky
John Allen, Eastern Kentucky
Mike Smith, Eastern Kentucky
Kevin Howard, Tennessee State

[

of murray

"Modern Technology
for
Today's Printing Needs"

759-4796
Southside Shopping
Center

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(tie) Eastern Kentucky
and Middle Tennessee
Murray State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee State

CAR CARE
'Tune-ups
•Oil Changes
'Brake Work
*Mufflers
General Service Work
'
•"Allen Smart Engine
Analyzer"

1990-91 OVC STANDINGS; 1. Murray State, 10-2. 2. Eastern Kentucky, 9-3. 3.
(tie) Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech, 6-6. 6. Morehead
State, 4-8. 7. Tennessee State, 1-11.

J and S
CHEVRON

AUTO CENTER

200 N. 4th St., Murray
753-6001
THE SERIES

"For The Best Service"

GARLAND
USED
CARS
510 S. 4th St.
7534541

. 121 North • Murray

QUICKPRINd

Best
of
Luck!

*OVC game

Murray State leads 48-23, but Austin Peay snapped a five-game series losing
by winning 86-85 earlier this season at Clarksville, Tenn. In this season's win,
the Governors led 76-63 with 4:44 remaining, before the Racers staged a comeback
that gave them a potential game-winning shot on their final possession. However,
MSU's Maurice Cannon was called for a charge on his drive to the basket at :01,
thus preserving the Governors' one-point margin.

Mon.-Fri.
8-5

*Daily Specials
*60 Item Food & Sundae
Bar
*U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks cut
fresh daily

SOMETHING NOTEWORTHY

Open 7 Days
a Week
6 a.m.- 10 p.m.
518 S. 12th St.
753-1615

Austin Peay has the best home record (10-1) and worst road mark (0-12) this
season of all Ohio Valley Conference schools4t Murray State's 6-7 road record is
the league's best, while the Racers' 6-4 home mark is only seventh-best among
league members...Murray State, which clinched a tie for an unprecedented fifth
straight OVC championship last Monday with a 103-99 overtime home win over
Tennessee Tech, can assure itself the outright title with a victory against
Austin Peay or a loss tonight by Eastern Kentucky, which plays at Tech.

Monk Station
Owner

LDD
Keep Your Long
Distance Local

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center Murray .753-040

641 SUPER SHEll

:THZ,

"Service is our business"

YOUR BEST INSURANCE
Policy is a Good
AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to
show you what we mean.. With quality
protection and service call today!

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT

Shell

1-800-455-1608
753-9131
Paducah (502) 444-052)
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

Stele* Auto
Insememcfp

E'Y'S
753-5562
Hwy. 121 8. Murlay

*

,
•

State Auto Insurance

Dan McNutt, AA!
407 Maple

A Prard ec,.. car dapone

7534451

Go
Racers
"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540
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CUNNINGHAM
Auto Repair
Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and now
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.
Open Mon -Psi. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
819 8. 4th 75341831 Murray
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SPORTS
`Show-Me no more; SEMO sweeps two from Murray
Racers still on top of OVC despite
loss; Jones gets rebounding mark
By STEVE PARKER

SE MISSOURI 10, MURRAY 11 1 73
MURRAY ST 413-4)
Smile 23 3-4 7. Alen 313 23 1 Jones 11-15
12-14 30 Cannon S-lI 0-1 12. Guar! 210 2-27
Adam 3-4 1-4 7, Evans 1-4 0-0 2, Gt./ 0-0 0-00.
WItso. 1 1 0-0 2 Totals 2745 20-21 75
SE MISSOURI (11-15)
Samos 5.14, 0-0 13 36606.1 23 1-2 5 Swum
7-16 441$. Lake 1-10 5-1 14 SNOW 4-11 3-5 II.
Gums 0-2 0-0 0. De*. 1-1 0-02 Roil 3-6 0-0 7.
3-7
FisAyselar 0-0 3-4 3 Winos 0-0 0-0 0.
1 2 7 Tolils 30-67 17-27 30
04&61itwo—SE 14640‘41 37 Murry, St 32 3
1.6,Irrir• St 1-13 (Gwyn 1-5, Jones 0-1 ANA
aniton 0-4) SE 16460•11 3,6(Raul il Boma 1 2. 1.8144 1-3 Simian CO) rtaital Oul—A-1011.
E•ans Technical foul—SE MISSOuri 1).t)c•
Ruti0.nt36-61uriay St 41 (Jones tot SE iA01 43
110c410,0 itt AtimM6--16.mr• Si 14 (Ceatt0.1 7). SE
Tos• teuts--1.6.iiivi Si 22
tAsso‘n 15 14•4011oirl
SE tAlitain 23 A—f•0. isIs

Murray Ledger & Timis. Sports Editor

clinched the No. 1 seed last Monday with a 103-99 overtime win
over Tennessee Tech. That played
a pan in the Racers' periods of
uninspired play, Edgar said.
"I told my staff before the game,
it would be a question of whether
we'd come in and fight and dig, or
have a let down," the first-year
Racer coach explained. "There's
always a possibility of a letdown
after what we did Monday."
SEMO, not eligible for the OVC
tournament, looked to Murray as
their championship game. As a new
member of the OVC, the Racers
are their closest conference foe.
"Steve Newton and I were good
friends and we talked a lot but he
would never play us," said SEMO
coach Ron Shumate, who has a 9-3
home record, 4-1 in the OVC. "lie
said they had everything to lose
and we had everything to gain. I
understand that.
"This could be the best rivalry in
the OVC."
SEMO, playing in front of the

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. —
Murray State was supposed to play
a basketball game at Southeast
Missouri Saturday night, but it
turned out to be more like a shopping trip.
tra—
They got to see a beautiful new
building, they came back with a
record. and the best news — it
didn't cost them much.
Although the down side was an
80-75 loss to the Indians, the Rac- ningham's record of 1,292. Jones
ers came away with their shopping finished the game with 19 to push
h:s career total to 1,307.
tags full.
"That's the best part of the
Despite ending a seven-game
night," Edgar said from the
whole
winning streak. the Racers didn't
room, "Popeye sets the
locker
list,
the
to
casualty
another
add
currently includes guard Bo record and nobody got hurt."
"I'm glad it's behind me," said
Walden. Frank Allen's dream tour
ended with him on the bench after Jones, who scored 30 points to lead
fouling out, but his good friend and the 13-12 Racers. "I knew I would
teammate made the night easier to get it (record) and I'm glad, but I
can't celebrate, there's still busistomach.
ness to take care of."
Popcyc
Murray State center
The business ahead for Jones and
Jones became the school's all-time
leading rebounder in the first half the Racers is the upcoming OVC
(Cont'd on page 11)
of the game, breaking Dick Cun- tournament, March 6-8. They

Second half ends Lady Racer hopes
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.—All
it took was a little less than six and
a half minutes.
In that time span, Murray State
saw Southeast Missouri go on a
17-3 run to start the second half of
Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference
game enroute to blowing past the
Lady Racers 78-60 and knocking
Murray out of the final spot for the
OVC playoffs.
After leading most of the first
half and trailing by just four.
37-33, at the half the Lady Racers
(H -I5 and 5-8 in the OVC) saw
SEMO (16-10, 7-6) turn loose on
the game-deciding run and pick up
the #4 seed in the OVC women's
championship playoffs.

For Murray State Head Coach
Kelly Breazeale it was a disappointing loss on a better-thanexpected season. as the Lady Racers were tabbed in preseason predictions to finish at the bottom of
the OVC women's race.
"We just didn't respond to the
challenge in the second half...we
didn't make things happen. There
are some heartbroken kids in that
lockerroom," Breazeale said following Saturday's game at the
Show-Me Center.
"Our focus just wasn't there.
Defensively, we let them come
down and run their offense," Breazeale said. "We were looking to
isolate a lot more on the offensive
end and get our shooters the ball.
We were hoping to hit the outside
shots and open up the inside.

EARN
7%(mt.)

Lady Lakers
ambushed at
Todd County

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Listtgot & Times Stall WAN

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. F.arly surrender
charges apply.
($5,(M00 minimum)

Staff Report
Murray Lfedger a Times

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

TODAY'S THE DAY
S
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American Heart Association

ELKTON. Ky. — Calloway
County's Lady Lakcrs had their
work cut out for them going up
against Todd County Central with
everything being even. It couldn't
help when they lost three key
players.
Playing most of the fourth quarter without its front line, Calloway
went down to an 80-56 defeat to
last year's state tournament
participant.
"It just got too physical for us,"
Calloway's Peter O'Rourke
explained. "Kwanda (Hornbuckle)
went down with a sprained ankle,
then Anne (Paul) fouled out, then
Toni (Dunn) fouled out. It ended
up midgets against monsters."
O'Rourke lost his three front
court players late in the second half
(Cont'd on page 11)

Exhaust Systems
Custom Work from
Mufflers to Convertors
to Complete Exhaust
Systems
Call Ronnie Green

753-8868
"Your Exhaust System Specialist"

Steering, Suspension and Brakes
Computer Tire Balance
Automatic Transmission • Oil, Filter & Lube
Carburetor & Fuel Injection System, Computer Systems
Serving Murray and Calloway County
For Over 25 Years

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
514 S. 12th St.

753-8868

"We had to take the game to
them and we didn't."
While the SEMO offense was
clicking along behind the inside
duo of Renee Rogliardi and Alison
Morris and guard Tonia Harris, the
Murray State offense hit a standstill behind five turnovers and 25
percent shooting.
A Morris bucket, followed by a
Erica Muskgrow lay-up, a Rogliardi 15-foot jumper and a Harris layup pushed the Otahkians to the
54-36 lead.
SEMO would hold on to the
lead, building on it till a Morris
lay-up gave the Otahkians their
biggest lead of the game at 22.
68-46, with 4:04 remaining.
SEMO pulled the ball out in
(Cont'd on page 11)

CANDY MATHERS/Ledge

Racer forward Scott Adams slams home two points in Murray State's 80-75 loss at Southeast Missouri
Saturday night. Adams had 7 points for the Racers.

Heroes highlight Olympic games
ALBERTVILLE, France (AP)
— The 1992 Winter Games
were relatively short on defining
moments.
The Calgary Olympics of 1988
remain distinct for the "Battle of
the Brians" in men's figure skating. Debi Thomas vs. Katarina
Witt in women's figures, two
golds for Alberto Tomba on the
slopes, Eddie "The Eagle"
Edwards' memorable muffs on
the jumping hill. So what will
Albertville go down in history
for?
There were heroes, to be sure.
Italian mega-hero Tomba
became the first Alpine skier to
repeat an Olympic title in the

& Times photo

same event by winning the giant
slalom; then "the beast" roared
from behind on his final run to
claim a dramatic silver in the
Sixteen-year-old loni Nieminen became a teen idol in Finland
and the ski-jumping world, soaring to two dramatic, last-jump
gold medals on the hill at Courchevel with his revolutionary V
style.
American sweetheart Bonnie
Blair carried the U.S. team as she
had in Calgary, taking home two
golds as the "Blair Bunch" from
Champaign, Ill., cheered noisily.
World record-setting teammate
Dan Jansen lifted a four-year bur-

den off his shoulders when he
finished his races without falling,
but finished out of the medals
again.
U.S. figure skaters upheld the
country's proudest Winter
Olympics' tradition with three
medals in figure skating — gold
for Kristi Yamaguchi, silver for
Paul Wylie, bronze for Nancy
Kerrigan.
Americans took 11 medals —
five more than Calgary and one
short of their all-time high —
with help from two late gold
medals by short-track speedskater
Cathy Turner. The lightly
regarded hockey team finished
fourth.

Slumping Duke beaten by Wake
WINSTON—SALEM, second on Sunday at Wake Forest, 5:19.
Anthony Tucker had a careerNC.—Mike Krzyzcwski had been 72-68.
we
are
not
question
no
31 points in Wake Forest's
is
high
"There
talking to us for awhile, and it
win over Duke last season and he
at the peak of our game right
seems we weren't listening.
had 24 Sunday on 9-for-15
The coach of the top-ranked now," Krzyzewski said. "It's been
Bobby
and
without
month
shooting.
long
a
Devils
kept
forewarning
Duke Blue
Rodney Rogers added 18 points
of his team's February schedule it's a longer month,"
when
decided
been
hasn't
still
the Demon Deacons, while
It
for
whenever talk of an undefeated
Thomas Hill had 20 points for
NCAA championship defense Bobby Hurley will be able to return
would arise. That was before he to the lineup, and the absence of Duke and Christian Laettner added
18. Laettner passed Danny Ferry on
lost his starting point guard to a the junior point guard has been
the school scoring list and has
magnified in recent games.
broken foot.
The Blue Devils (21-2, 11-2), 2,162 points behind only Mike
Krzyzcwski has two games left
still hold a 2A -game lead Gminski and Johnny Dawkins.
who
the
of
so
part
he
schedule
on that
State in the Atlantic
Florida
over
often referred to — Virginia at
No. 5 Arizona 66
struggled past
Conference,
Coast
home Wednesday night and at
Temple 60
Wednesday
on
home
at
UCLA on Sunday, technically the Maryland
Matt Othick tied a school record
the
lost
to
then
and
points
two
by
day after February. His team now
with seven 3-pointers as the Wildhas two losses — both during Demon Deacons (16-7, 7-6), who
final
the
over
15-1
Duke
on page 11)
(Cont'd
outscored
THAT part of the schedule, the

Mashburn leads
Kentucky past
Georgia 84-73
ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — Jamal
Mashburn scored 26 points and
pulled down seven rebounds to
lead No. 13 Kentucky to an
84-73 win over Georgia on
Sunday.
Kentucky got its fifth straight
win, going to 20-5 and 9-3 in
the Southeastern Conference.
Georgia fell to 12-11 and 5-7 in
the SEC.
Georgia led 39-38 at halftime
and scored the first six points of
the second half, taking a 45-38
lead off a Kendall Rhine tip in
with 17:47 remaining.
Kentucky tied the score at 51
with 14:58 remaining after a
13-6 run that ended on a Dale
Brown three-pointer.
Georgia grabbed back the
lead for the last time when
Charles Claxton hit two free
throws to put the Bulldogs up
53-51 with 14:33 remaining.
Kentucky took its first lead at
the 14:01 mark when Mashburn's three-pointer put the
Wildcats up 54-53.
Kentucky's biggest lead came
at the 10:34 mark when a Mash-burn layup put the Wildcats
ahead 66-55. Kentucky also had
an 11-point lead at the final
buzzer.
Brown added 18 points for
Kentucky and was seven for
seven from the field, including
hitting four three-pointers.
Litterial Green led Georgia
with 17 points, while Claxton
added 16 points and five
rebounds.

WARD'S LEATHER & JEWELRY
tr:ir>

GOLD, DIAMONDS,
Turquoise, Sterling Silver, Black Hills Gold,
HATS, TACK, WESTERN WEAR, BOOTS,
Belts. Billfolds. Dusters, Handbags. Prints & other ofts.
Over 500 Buckles to choose _from
Bel-Air Shopping Center (Behind Sirloin Stockade)
So. 12th St. • 759-1816 • Mon.-Fri. 10-6 • Sat. 10-5
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lead since early in the ballgame at
25-23 with 5:54 remaining. The
two squads would trade the lead
over the rest of the half till a
basket by forward Julie Meie and
two straight by Rogliardi gave the
Otahkians the 37-33 halftime lead.
Morris led the balanced SEMO
attack with 15 points as Meier finished with 13 and Rogliardi added
12 points and a team-leading 11
rebounds. Harris ended the night
with 10 points.
The loss put a damper on a big
night by Murray senior forward
Fondcolyn Garner, who led the
Lady Racers with 19 points and
grabbed a game-high 12 rebounds.
Parker was the only other Murray
player in double figures with 13
points.
"She did have a good game,"
Breazeale said of Garner. "She
knew coming in she was going to
have a challenge guarding their top
scorer, but she responded to it well.
Fondeolyn has really come on
strong for us and turned into a really strong player in the OVC.
"I guess you'd have to say that
except for her and (senior guard)
Julie (Pinson), our youth and inexperience really showed."

(Cont'd from page 10)

GOLF
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Steve Pate made a 16-foot birdie putt on the final
hole for a 5-under-par 67 and a one-stroke victory Sunday in the weathershortened Buick Invitational of California. Pate, who earned $180,000 in
the tournament that was reduced to 54 holes after fog forced the cancellation of Saturday's round, finished with a 16-under 200 total. The final
round was played on Torrey Pines' 7,000-yard South course after a round
each on the South and 6,592-yard North course.
BASKETBALL
Duke is still No. 1 today in The Associated Press college poll, although
its support is the smallest it has been this season following a week that
saw the top six teams and 17 of the top 25 lose at least one game.
Indiana (20-4), the highest-ranked team not to lose last week, got seven .
first-place votes and 1,489 points to jump from seventh to second after
ending Ohio State's 30-game home winning streak Sunday. Kansas
(20-3), which lost to Nebraska in overtime Saturday, held third with seven
first-place votes and one less point than Indiana.
UCLA (21-2), second last week, dropped two places after losing at
Notre Dame on Saturday. Arizona (20-4) rounded out the top five and was
followed by Missouri, UNLV, Ohio State, Arkansas and North Carolina.
LAS VEGAS(AP) — UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian, claiming a cloud had
been placed over his head by recent accusations against his troubled
program, said Sunday night he was rescinding the resignation he submitted last June. The withdrawal came 10 days before Tarkanian was scheduled to step down as head coach of the Runnin Rebels. The move was
discounted by UNLV president Robert Maxson late Sunday night.

Upcoming Schedule
MONDAY
MURRAY STATE: Racers host Austin Peay, 7:30 p.m., Racer
Arena.
MURRAY HIGH: Tigers host Fulton City, 6 p.m. (JV game starts
at 4:30 p.m.)
CALLOWAY: Lady Lakers at Fulton City, 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY

their stall offense the final three
minutes of the game and hit six of
seven free throws to ice the game
and the playoff berth.
Early on it appeared Murray
State would be earning a spot in
the OVC championships as they at
one point held an 11 -point lead.
Leading 10-9, the Lady Racers
went on a 12-2 run in three minutes
to lead 22-11 with 11:41 remaining. Keying the run was Jennifer
Parker and Rechelle Cadwell with
four points apiece as Cadwell's
inside basket gave the Lady Racers
their biggest lead.
"In the first half we were executing our X's and O's on offense and
playing pretty well," Breazeale said
of the early charge.
But SEMO, which advanced to
the finals of the Division II championships last season with a 31-4
record, rallied with a 10-0 run of
their own over the next four
minutes as a basket by Roberta
Granderson narrowed the Murray
lead to one with 7:41 left.
A Granderson jumper from the
right side gave SEMO their first

Slumping Duke...

CALLOWAY: Lakers at Lyon County, 7:30—p.m.

CANDY

Eastern moves ahead of
MTSU as Blue Raiders fall

4

State 83-64 Saturday night in Ohio
Valley Conference action.
The Eastern Kentucky Colonels
(16-12, 8-4) started the game with
a 12-0 run capped by Johnson's
first 3-pointer at the 15:55 mark.
The Colonels maintained that
advantage, leading 39-27 at
halftime.
Jamie Ross scored 15 for Eastern, and Mike Smith added 12.
Tim Horton led Tennessee State
with 15 points, followed by Leon
Johnson with 14 and Kevin Howard 12.
Tennessee Tech 100
Morehead St. 89
COOKEVILLE, Term. (AP) —
John Best scored 32 points as the
Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles
beat Morehead State 100-89 Saturday in Ohio Valley Conference
play.
Charles Edmondson scored 23
points for Tennessee Tech, and
Usher added 21. Maurice Houston
had 18.
Brett Roberts led Morehead State
with 31 points, followed by Bentz
with 20. Patrick Tubbs scored 12.

Racers still...
(ConI'd from page 10)
largest Show-Me Center crowd
ever, was primed to send the OVC
champions home with a 'defeat.
After two several large scoreless
stretches, the Racers battled their
way back to within two, 62-60.
Then, Allen was whistled for his
fifth foul with six minutes, 28 seconds to play.
"The key of the ballgame was
when Allen went out," Shumate
explained of the Racer sophomore.
"We've watched film of the Tech
game and it was the Popeye and
Frank Allen Show. When he went
out of the game they became onedimensional. They only looked for
Popeye."
"Had Frank not fouled out, we
would've won the game," Edgar
said confidently. "Down the
stretch, we had guys in the game
that aren't normally in there."
SEMO built the lead up to 70-64
minutes after Allen left the game,
but Murray hustled back with in

two with 1:43 remaining. It was
reserve Jamal Evans who stole a
pass and drove for a layup to bring
the Racers to their closest margin
the rest of the way, 75-73.
The Indians hit five three throws
in the last minute to seal their 11th
win of the season.
"This is the first game in a long
time went we went through a long
stretch without scoring," Edgar
said, noting a seven-minute stretch
in the first half when SEMO built
their first half lead to 35-28.
"We didn't show much patience
on the offensive end and our shot
selection was not very good in the
first half."
Edgar was pleased the way his
team battled back in the second
half with Allen on the bench for 12
minutes. Allen, who had hit for 22
points in eight straight games, finished with eight on Saturday. He
shot three for 13.
The Racers could wrap up sole
possession of the title tonight
against Austin Peay in Racer Arena. The Governors won the first
meeting in Clarksville, 86-85.

cats (20-4) prevailed in the second
game of a made-for-TV doubleader
at the Florida Suncoast Dome.
Temple (14-10) led 30-27 at halftime, but °thick started the second
half by hitting four straight 3-pointers, giving Arizona the lead for
good. Othick finished with 23
points, while Aaron McKie had the
same for the Owls.
No. 7 Indiana 86
No. 6 Ohio St. 80
The Hoosiers (20-4, 11-2) did a
lot with the win. They swept the
season series from Ohio State,
opened a
-game lead over the
Buckeyes in the Big Ten standings
and ended the Buckeyes' 30-game
home winning streak. Indiana hit
10 straight shots at the end of the
first half and start of the second for
a 49-38 lead. Ohio State (17-5, 9-3)
rallied to tie at 62-62, but Calbert
Cheancy, who finished with 28
points, scored five straight and

11- SCOREBOARD
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— -Southeastern Conference
East
Conference

Lady Lakers...
to go in the basket," O'Rourke
explained of his team's 18-66
shooting. "We had layups and putbacks that rolled off the rim."
Paul followed Shelton in the
scoring column with seven points
and 10 other Lady Lakers also
registered points.

(Cont'd from page 10)
when Todd County began to pull
away.
Valerie Shelton, who led the
Lady Lakers with 14, scored nine
in the third quarter to pull Calloway within 47-42 after trailing
38-29 at half. Todd answered with
a 12-1 run to close the quarter with
a 59-43 lead.
"When our three big girls went
out, we couldn't stay on the boards
with them," O'Rourke explained.
"Anne finished with 13 rebounds,
but it really hurt us when she
fouled out."
"We missed some shots that had

17 29 43 56
17 38 59 80

CALLOWAY
TODD CO.

CALLOWAY (56)
S. Bucy 1, V. Bucy 4, Darnell 3, Dunn 4, Hombuckle 2,
A4cClard 2, Michel 2, Paul 7, Rldunan 4, Shelton 14,
Stalls 11, Wrathy!2 TOTALS: FG-A 18-40. Tbree-poirn
1 (Paul 13).
1 (Shettor) FT-A 19-15. Rebounds 3,
TODO CO. (Id)
Shermvell 6. Brock 32. J. Lauder 12. H. Lassiter 6, A.
Lassiter 6. TOTALS: FG-A 25. Thre•-point 2. FT-4
24-37. Rebounds 45.

BURGERS
THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL

04$14995
Electricians Reversing

Right Angle
Drill
Kit
Model 3002-1

$20995

Large Selection of
Milwaukee Tools on Hand

2.49

e

—77A -?•-•

Try Our Friday 45
Saturday Night Buffet
IN chestnut St.

Murray

AllGames
l P.
750 20 5 BOO
583 14 9 609
500 15 10 600
417 12 11 522
333 12 11 522
167 10 14 43s

750 20 6
750 16
7
583 20 6
500 14 9
333 11 1 2
333 11 12

NBA SCORES
EASTERN CONFERFNCF
Atlantic Dsion
w

769
696
769
609
478
478

Pct
37 18 673
31 23 574
,
28 27 509 9
20 33 377 16
16 37 302 20
10 43 189 26
PaciAr ON•qtro
16 15 706
Golden %tare
37 16 698
Poland
Ti,.,,,,
14 21 618
29 25 537
LA Lair.'.
29 25 537
Seattle
27
LA Clippers
27 500
18 16 '13
6-kc,41,4inito
Ganes
Saturday's
New York 48, Denver 87
Main 107, Deficit 98
Charlotte 130, Orlando 110
Atlanta 119, New Jersey 107
Chicago 105, Minnesota 90
Phoenix 130, LA Clippers 11?
Seattle 113, Po•tland 104
Golden State 126, LA Laken 124
Sunday's Games
Sacramento 124, Washington 117
Indana 102, Boston 95
Cleveland 103, tAlwaukee 89
ilnustnn 90 San Antonio 83
Utah
sac A .11 nnk,
Houston
Denver
Dallas
ker-nesote

Larry Krouse Insurance

100 N. 12th

moot to

LECTRIC

OLESALE

vtavraQUIK

We don't
cut corners
to save
money, but
you can.
Bring in this $2.00 off coupon and get the full
treatment without paying the full price.
We'll change the oil and filter in your car401
along with our 16-point full service
package or any other service in or>0
minutes.
0
An
We'll do it right, and
well do it right now.

t
•wo"
•
Lime

Place Ain't Fancy But Sao la Good Food

753-0045
SUPPLY 753-8194

206 E. Main

.10....111.1.1.•••=m1d1111L•m••••••

•

•

•

789-9888

McDoaalts)

----"---- with case
Model 6507

$12995

Large Hamburger,
Fries, Med. Drink

Arkansas
LSU
Alabama
lAssiSsillicif 11
Aubum
Msissippi

9 3
7 5
6 6
5 7
4 8
2 10
West
9 3
9 3
7 5
6 6
4 8
4 8

,Sawzall

7 1/4" Circular
Saw
Model 6365

a

Kentucky
Florida
Tennessee
Georgia
Vanderbilt
Smith Gamins

Todd 80, LADY LAKERS 56

—
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MATHERS/Ledger & Times photo

Damon Bailey added two more to Murray State's Rechelle Cadwell goes up for a shot attempt as Southbreak it open. Jimmy Jackson led east Missouri's Da%n Westnian 1#541 and Erica Musk2row defend.
the Buckeyes with 24 points, while
Indiana transfer Lawrence Funderburke had eight points, nine
rebounds and seven blocked shots.
No. 9 Missouri 66
Good service,
No. 8 Oklahoma St. 52
9(W4'1 Ill kiitlx*o
1.tk4
The matchup of teams without
good coverage, `-f•r 10-. Farm is Ow
star players ended up the Cowboys'
good price
lowest scoring game of the year
That's
and their fourth straight loss and
fifth in six games since starting the
State Farm
season 20-0. Missouri's Anthony
('ar/Tame-A
insurance." St.,in Fain,
Peeler was suspended for the game
PI
illoomirigror, Illinois
for skipping classes, while Byron
Houston of Oklahoma State was
34 19 6,
Nem
12
OVC standings
10 24 556
Boato,
out with a sprained ankle. Jevon
_
Mani
26 28 481
8'/,
Crudup had 19 points and Jamal
Ph.ladelphia
25 29 463 9,4
Ohm Valley Conference
New Jersey
23 31 426 1114
9
at
men
Coleman 18 for the Tigers (19-4,
Washing-Inn
18 36 333 16
wipoWl
Orlando •
13 42 236 22
7-3), who beat Oklahoma State at
3 769 13 12 520
Murray St
10
rs,isinn
8 4 667 16 12 571
E Kentucky
45 10 818
C cago
home for the 15th year in a row.
9
14
609
5
615
Tenn
8
lAddle
Clevelanl
36 17 679
6 6 500 11 14 440
Austin Posy
31 24 564 14
Sean Sutton had 16 points for visitDetroit
Tans. Tech
6 6 500 11 14 440 Atlanta
27 27 500 17,
4
5 8 385 12 14 462 tAkvaukwe
Morehead St
ing Oklahoma State (21-5, 5-5),
25 28 472 19
5 8 385 11 15 423
SE mssoun
25
31
446
201,
Indiana
4 21 22s
which went 61/2 minutes without a
2 10 167
Tennessee 51
Clariorte
18 36 111
WFSIEFIN CONFEREWF
field goal at the start of the game.
4.4,-)wesi Di,nsion
SEC standings
W
GP

(Cont d from page 10)

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Greg Franklin hit two free throws
with five seconds left to lift Austin
Peay over Middle Tennessee State
75-73 in Ohio Valley Conference
play Saturday night.
Austin Peay (11-16, 6-6) rallied
in the second half with a 20-8 run
keyed by Geoff Herman and Franklin and tied the score at 73-73 with
47 seconds remaining on two
Franklin free throws.
Kevin Hammond turned the ball
over with 23 seconds left for
Middle Tennessee (14-9, 8-5), and
Franklin was fouled on the next
possession where he hit the winning free throws.
Toine Murphy scored 16 points
for Austin Peay, Geoff Herman had
22 and Rick Yudt contributed 10.
Warren Kidd led Middle Tennessee with 22, and Quincy Vance and
Robert Taylor each scored 14.
E. Kentucky 83
Tennessee St. 64
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
John Allen scored 21 points and
Arland() Johnson added 20 to help
Eastern Kentucky beat Tennessee

PA(i'E 11
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Classified

DEADLINES
and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 am.
Monday :3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

Deadlines are 2 days in advance

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition
11,)

ANNOUN(EMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
....Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
. Business Opportinity
Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Eq_nprnent
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
. Feed & Seed

1

')20
960
380
410
540
560 .

Call
story
753-1916

berm% a
Repair - \II
BR \\Ds

Ward Elkins
753-1713

WANTEDI Items for rummage sale to raise funds for
Bob Harrell's appeal Call
Committee for 151 Amendment Rights for pick up
753-9892

WANT to lease approximately I acre of Dark Fired
Tobacco 492-8159 after
530

4"
20.00

TRANSPORTATION

,

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
.(7a m Tiers
..130ats & Motors

490

5"/

6"

25.00 30.00

V'

10"

T'

8"

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 56.00
...

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

(
. 18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

200.00
I. 20.00 40.00 i 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00

10e.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
250 per word 65 00 minimum 1st day.
e day_
5e per word per day for each additional consecutiv
Shopping Guide )
51 5,) extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into
52 00 extra for blind box ads.

I

110
Want
To Buy

Melee
Fa Sods

ELS grey, pair
JOBS in Kuwait, tax free
CONSOLE piano in good 500-600' SEASONED COCKATI
HIRING E ntertar-,4,-r!'. Flex
$50 Used Ninwith
cage,
run,
mill
workers,
boards,
tion
cherry
Construc
3200
condition 753
CANCER
tr!,m-, and
ible hours
$200 4 drawer filing ca- tendo games, $10/ea
$75.000 Engineering,
tip.
excellent
part trne)
INSURANCE
workers, ELECTRIC trains and ac- binet, $50 Wood work 753-1990
Gail $200,000 Oil field
Must be 21
No age limit to apply If
Call cessories Call Ralph
0
,
0
1
0
0
$
bench, $15 Captain's boat IBM Compatible computer,
0
502-527 2353 for more
your present policy is
1-800 279-8555, ext 1027 436 5560
chair, $20 Call 753-5644 8088-10MHz, 640K, 57.
information
over 10 years old it
2 after 5pm
and V, drives 30 Meg
may not cover some of
LABORERS WANTED NICE 3 or 4 bedroom,
HOME PAPERWORK
in
Preferably
home
bath
expcnNo
pine table Wal- HD , CGA monochrome
ROUND
5'
S15/hr.
to
Earn
the newer treatments
CLERKS NEEDED No
Southwest Murray or in nut drop-leaf table with leaf monitor, $550 759-1265
crier, will train. Part-time arid
such as chemotherexp /necessary Excellent
subdivision adjoining city and table pads Late model.
factors
time
apy For tree informafull
ASHLEY wood furnace,
pay Write PASEP 187X,
753 8251
572-5204
LWB. Chevy bed -liner
tion call
100,000 BTU, log splitter
161 S Lincolnwa,, N Au759-4132
Jerry McConnell
753-6156
rora, IL 60542
LPN or RN for full time OLD Sears Christmas Cainsurance
position in pediatrician's of- talogs. 1965-1970 Check
JAZZ ProduourOperations
your attics, basements,
fice
Send resume and re753-4199
Assistant for 100,000 watt
Pe
closets, then call collect
Murray
to
ferences
NPR affil,ate in Western
3103951925 after 5pm
chatrics WO Box 849 Mur
Kentucky Program and
central time
ray, KY 42071
a
of
host jazz programs
diverse nature Supervise 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- PROM dresses Any size,
all jazz programming As- INGS NEED a job, A any style Like new condisist in maintaining daily op- GED' Hope for the future/ tion Bring by Carter Studio,
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
300 main street M F,
$350.00. DA Y Processing erations aspecg of station YOU may qualify if You do
Medicare due to disability we offer an
phone orders People call you. including taping schedule not have your GED or high 10am-5pm
inexcellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It
school diPloma, You are TOP dollar for junk cars and
NO EXPERIENCE Bachelor's degree
NECESSARY.. depth knowledge of jazz between the ages of 16 & trucks 759 4836 or
pays the $652 Part-A deductible as well as
good production tech- 21 We are an E 0 E This
I-S00-255-0242
436-5322
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment
niques and organizational project is funded by the
BE on T V Many needed skills required Salary Western Kentucky Private USED and antique furniamount. This benefit is based on 20% of the
tor commercials Now hir- range $17.000 $20,000 Industry Council- JTPA
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
Medicare Allowable Charge. Part B benefits
ing all ages For casting Send audition tape prog- Call JTPA Out Of School 901-642-6290
include doctor office calls as well as in
info call 615 779 7111, ramming samples, resume 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
WORLD Book Encyclopeext T-733
hospital charges. The 1992 rate is $62.43 per
names and numbers of 3 8am 1130am
Basketball goal and
dias
JAZZ
to
es
month.
BOAT Mechanic for Evin- referenc
753-9212 or
PART-Time position for pole
For more information call:
rude Outboards OMC and SEARCH WKMS, Box gymnastics instruction
753-7743
MerCruiser stern drives 2018 University Station
753-6705
Call Sportsman's Boat Murray, KY 42071 by April
PLANETARIUM Assistant
Works for interview be- 3 for ful' consideration
Articles
tween 9am-4pm Monday' Murray State University Part time position, Golden
For Sale
Friday only 502 354 6569 does not discriminate on Pond Planetarium, Land
the basis of race, color, Between the Lakes For 10HP Case riding mower
national origin, sex or information,
call 34'cut. 5 yrs old 753-2558
CONSTRUCTION
in Its programs .502-924 5897
after 5pm
Wanted New project to $22 handicap
The following
hr Carpenters, laborers and activities
Ilopkinsville Federal Savings Building
Of LPN, doctor's office
RN
3
PIECE bedroom suite
desigbeen
has
painters, drywall masons person
3,
-Free local claim serutceRoute
to
resume
Send
stove
wood
Ashley
nated to handle inquires
helpers
and
K
Murray
5pm
13
Box
after
492-8600
regarding the University s
1 800-551 0163
nondiscrimination policies SOMEONE to do ironing
DISTRIBUTORS Wanted Dr Doreen Rauch, Director 753-4109 or 762-6650
Send $10 to B M Market- of Affirmative Action, 318
ing Group P0 Box 1138 Wells Hall Murray State WANT babysitter for infavt
Murray KY 42071
University, Murray, KY Mon -Fri, 7 30am-5pm
Housekeeping and refer3155
DO you like to talk'? Stanley 42071 502-762
ences required Send
Steamer is looking for a
Jobs needed information to P 0
telemarketer Must have UTILITY Company
Box 1003, Murray, KY
75/hr
80-$15
$7
Start
phone 247-8884
your area Men and women 42071
HIRING Dancers Flexible needed No experience
hours (full time and part- necessary For information,
time), excellent tips Must call 1-900-370-4561, ext
be 18 Call 502 527 2353 3482 6am 8pm, 7 days,
for more information
$1295 fee

753-4199

Notice

Notice

3"

t--

Sales
:
Mobile Homes Fur
For Sale Or
•
Home
Real Est.,
Lots For S ‘Farms For S. e
Homes For Sa:e
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1
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.)71,
34;
42, I
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McConnell
Insurance Agency

020

Candy Mathers
for newspaper

Insurance
. Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

1

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

PFC Bank, Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

it you were born
on February 29

Rental
2S0Mobile Homes For Rut-. t
2,!,5 Mobile Home Lots For 1,!, •
......... ...Business R, •
300 .
Want To Re:::
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
... For Rent or Lea,.e
.

Nodes

NOTICE OF PROPOSED BANK MERGER
Notice is hereby given that the Bank of Murray,
Murray,Kentucky,has made application to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, Washington, D.C.
20429, for its written consent to merge with PFC Bank,
Inc., Murray, Kentucky. It is contemplated that all of
the offices ofthe above-named banks will continue to be
operated after the merger.
This notice is published pursuant to Section 18(c)of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
Any person wishing to comment on this application
may file his/her comments in writing with the Regional
Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
at its Regional Office, 5100 Poplar Avenue,Suite 1900,
Memphis, Tennessee 38137. If any person desires to
protest the granting of this application,such person has
a right to do so if the protest is filed with the Regional
Director by March 4, 1992.The nonconfidential portions
of the application are on file in the Regional Office as
part of the public file maintained by the Corporation.
This file is available for public inspection during regular
business hours.
Bank of Murray
February 3, 1992
Murray, Kentucky

LEAP YEAR

All .1 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period I
Si 50 per coiumn inch extra for Tuesday

Days

Lori
Notice

ALJRC.JRA Pizza Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9
1-800-649-3804

, Discount 2nd Run, 60^, Discount 3rd Run.
,
40.

020

Legal
Notice

020

ElTetti,e Jar, 2 1991,

Display Ads

SERVICES

REAl. EsTATE

010

1•8091
Wks

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

M IS( EL LA NEOUs
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
...Miscellaneous

010

010

753-1916

MERt11.‘NDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
TV. & Radio
Pets it Supplies

130
140
150
155
li30
lt7,

ADJUSTMENTS
their ads for any; error The
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
insertion Any error
incorrect
one
only
for
responsible
be
will
Times
Murray Ledger &
made
51-1,013 be reported immediately so corrections can be

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

appiC .
vor Fish

Day

It's Time For Stocking
CHAI1d4EL CATFISH. HY.
9R10 BLUE GILL. Fathead
Larpe Mouth
Bass, B,a01 Gams, and,
,
Trpiord Grass Care 00

Pond Wood Conoco; Re
'each a
kyond Blue Gil
sespl 01 2 to 211 moods
Delivery WA B.
-Friday, Starch 13
At The Following
Location:
Southern 'Mee Co-op
Massy. SY

(3021 733-1423
Ilrro: 330-4.30 vas
Gale your

owe to

place you, orOw or call
Toe FM*'800-643.4439

Fish Wagon. Inc.

Classified Ad
Sale!

6 in1- 1)i. ., .

..,...n..),,

Roule 3 Box 337-c
Harrisburg, Arkansas 72432

Will Do
Housecleaning
759-2599
-1111111

- February Only -

Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

1936

•-••

Every Tuesday N'ght at 7:00
The

Time Has Never Been

Better

To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In America

DESIGNER Handbags at
non designer's prices Bonus gift with each bag Hair
Art Dixieland Center
753-6745

The Opportunities Are Endless!
Call Lewis For

An

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 won to Johnny Robertson Road
south to Sp Hale Roed right on So Hale Road

mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Murray
P0 Box 1033
/53 0466

Sonic is now looking for a few good people to,
pos,tions as follows
Assistant Manager • Manager in Training

(Doors open St 6 001

Rent-A-Car
S 12th St 753-2255

a leader in
prrri*dsni? qua/its healthcare in Kesiem
es
Keniarlh and Vorthwea Tennessee annourk

Murrat-t anottal Counts ficApaul

LOOKING FOR COLLEGE
MONEY"? The problem
The rising cost of college
education The solution
Over 4.000.000,000 (4 billion) dollars in financial aid
available to students who
qualify For more information call or write AM
Academic Services, P 0
Box 630, Murray, KY
42071 759 9968

Business
Opportunity
Wurray-Cailouvt ount.tt ll9pitaT a leader in
pnActcling (males health( are in 14esiem
Kennicitv and Northwest Tennessee artnount es •
the follou -Irig job opening,

REGISTERED NURSES
1.4er:scat/Surgical Areas
Emergency Room

full time 3 11, 11-7
part time 3 11
weekend option

the foiloa.tng Joh openings

Surgery
CUNICAL MANAGER:Seeking a dynamic nursing manager tor our Cnecal Care, Progressive
Care. and Second Floor nursing urkts Baccalaureate prepared registered nurse with 3-5 years
cntical care experience and a minimum o12 yews
management expenence required Excellent salary and benefits package

;3:4:PiWo:tra
IliorCI
OolluNINU witcoar•

full time 11-7
part time 11-7

Progressive Care Unit

part time 3-11

tia.0.0/10ENTFiX5

III

12 hour shifts ava table

gir.Pre.ir

For details contact:
tyn Ryan R N

Nurse Recruiter
(3112) 762-1319
vonrom6tv
F.mpinver

MURRAY
G‘LLOWXY
COUNTY
HOSITTAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071

For details contact
Lyn Ryan
Nurse Re( roller

(302) 762-1319
rpm!

SUNGLASSES Ray Ban's, $49 95 Serengeti's,
$5995 Hair Art, Dixieland
Center 753-6745

qry•trti "Os

rtip4over

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME' Exceptionally profitable Many opportunities presently
available without investment For details rush
stamped. addressed envelope to Freddy's Opportunities, P0 Box 177, Kingston, MI 48741

FREE

(6 days-2 days frac 9 days-3 days trios)

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

part brne 7-3

Obstetrics

ALLIANCE
•Fi•cTOIN

LADY, with 11yrs experience as a sitter in private
homes, hospitals and
nursing homes, looking for
work References availCall Mary at
able
753 1086
WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016

515

Appointment

759-9885

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced
alteration Lady new to the
area 753 1379

MURRAY
(ALUM/kir
COLJNTY
I-USPITAL

)013 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071

2 OR 3br house well main
tamed in vicinity of Olive
St , for our mother
753 8351
WHEEL disk and 2-14
breaking plows Call after
6pm 435 4477
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each
527 2932

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAVE!

Call

16
19
375
to place your ad.

•

1

31'

iv

-a;
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CLASSIFIEDS
ISO
Appliances

ROTOR tiller Yard cart
Chain saw Detect() upright
balance beam scale Golf
dubs w/bag, excellent con
dibon Call 759-9619
TRAILER, heavy steel
frame 7x12 wood bed with
rails and fights Heavy axle
and new 13- car tires Asking $650 or trade for table
saw or other wood shop
tools 753-0611
WATER heaters, electric,
all double heating elements 5 year guarantee on
glass lined tank. Round
models, 30, 40 Of 50 gallons Your choice, $139.99.
Wallen Hardware, Downtown, Paris
WHEEL horse mower,
10hp Kohler engine,
8-speed Runs good $550
0E30. 474-8049

1

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Oak
and Hickory Cut to order
474-8086, daytime
753-9808 after 5 30pm
FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476
OAK and hickory. $27 50
delivered or $22 50 pickup 436-2778
OAK, no bark $20 pickedup $25 delivered Murray.
436-5560

165
Antiques
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted, any size or condition Call 1-800-443-7740.
190
Farm
Equipment
14' M&W Bush hog Excellent condition 492-8659
1990 KUBOTA L2250 tractor, 24hp, 167 hours, like
new $6900 753-8673

HOBART M. Cable cabinet
grand piano. Recently
tuned and in good condition 7533200
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661

B FARMALL tractor, tricycle front end, wide rear end
$700 435-4351
GREENHOUSE 24'x48'
489 2923 after 6pm

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and . Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

FaetQry Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.

210
Miscellaneous
BEAUTIFUL White Pines.
2' to 6' tall, you dig, easy
digging soil $1 50 per ft.
753-5421.

RJR HOME REPAIRS

1
0
e,••''
ros''
000"ti

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Firewood

dryer.
BOOM stereo system w/ WASHER,
two 12 MTX woofers, two $165/pair 753 8107
5' midrange, Alpine 100
160
watt amp, Orion 160 watt
Horne
amp. Alpine 7 band equaFurnishings
lizer, 1 complete unit.
498-8669 after 6pm.
QUALITY sleeper couch
MILLIONAIRES MIL. queen size) in good condiLIONAIREC PANG - tion Colonial style, beige
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK with plaid pattern in earth
IN MURRAY. Charlie's tones, with sheets $185
753-8291
Safe T Pharmacy.

360

270

210
Ankles
For Sale

rie
5.

er

•

COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies. We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money.
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox - Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton). We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161.

Mobile
How Lots For Rent

1985, 14x80 BUCCANEER 2br, 2 bath, central
h/a, double bay windows
extra nice 437-4951 after
5pm
1986 CHAMPION doublewide, 28x44, in excellent
condition. 3br, 2 bath, large
utility, cathedral ceilings.
Includes appliances. service pole and meter, central
h/a, 10x18 front porch,
10x40 back porch and deck
combination Must be
moved, Alot for the money.
$22,000_ Call 759-9442 or
753-6567.
1973, 2BR, 12x60 Grandville, all electric H/A. $4500
759-9768.
3BR Holly Park, partly furnished on 1'4 acre shaded
lot near school 753-4120

FOR LEASE
Excellent retail &
office space In
Bel-Alr Center
Call 753-4751
320
Apartments
For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray. 753-4109
2BR, $250/mo plus deposit 436-5416 or 436-5540
2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex,
garage, gas heat, appliances, Michelle Dr Coleman RE, 75.3-9898.
2BR apt_ Washer, dryer,
stove and refngerator. Deposit required. 753-5899

ALL of our new homes are
insulated with more than 2BR Duplex, nice, central
minimum northern insula- H/A, deck, appliances. Coltion. Dinkins Mobile eman RE, 753-9898
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79-E,
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891 3BR, 2 bath duplex located
Quality homes and de- north side of town Call
John Downs at M T G
pendable service.
753-4000
BUY for Less! Atlantic,
Champion, Concord DUPLEX for rent. Quiet
Classic, Palm Harbor, Ca- neighborhood, appliances
valier, or Chandelur lines of furnished, wood stove.
fine homes. Dinkins Mobile 759-1848.
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79E,
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891.
located on Northwood Dr.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles $400/mo., deposit and reSpecializing in mobile ferences required
home electric services 200 753-4873 after 3:30pm
250
amp. $375. 100 amp $325
Business
NEW 2br duplex located on
435-4027.
Services
Northwood Drive. Call
SAVE $1000's. Almost new 753-1266 between
PRIVATE Investigato
D.B A. Confidential Investi- mobile home. 2br, central 8.00am-5:00pm, ask for
gations, Southside Shop- H/A. $2500 down and take Paulette.
ping Center, Suite #102, over payments. 759-9450. TAKING applications for
Murray, 753-2641.
section 8 rent subsidized
280
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedMobile
rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
Homes For Rent
Hardin, Ky or call
2BR,Smiles east of Murray 502-437-4113 EHO
on large lot. Call Linzy
Beane residence,
436-2582.
Houses
For Rent
2BR, utility room, gas heat,
w/d, stove, refrigerator
1BR Farmhouse 7 miles
furnished on private lot in
east of Murray. References
Hazel 1st, last and deposit
and deposit required. Rent
required. No pets.
cheap Available Feb 27th
492-8152.
753-8349 after 5pm or
apply at
weekends
2br, no pets 753-9866

Newspaper
Carriers
Please

Mirrray Ledger & Times

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, FRESHLY decorated 2br, 1
electric or gas. Walking dis- bath house, 819 S 4th. No
tance to college. 753-5209. pets. Lease required.
$300/mo. Available March
for
1 .
75 3 - 2 90 5
appointment.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co. A
Residential Painting
interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
ra

10

AL-.
'Pin
'

L-x

W,s. Gentry

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

1 !)

DISPOSAL SERVICE

Dependable, Guaranteed Serwce
Thomas/Tim Britton

Phone
(5021759-1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
OVERHEAD DOORS & MORE

In Kentucky: 753-7318

920 NORTH 18th St. 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, carport,
w/d hook-up. All kitchen
appliances furnished.
$395/mo. Call 753-1266
between 8.00am-5'00pm,
.
ask for Paulette.

AKC Cocker Spaniel pup
pies, black female
436-5447
AKC registered Miniature
Schnauzer puppies Will be
ready March 1, pick yours
out now 759-4476
CHOCOLATE Labrador
Retriever puppies, AKC,
excellent bloodlines. Sire:
Bear of Drummond's Game
Preserve, Ballard Co., family raised. Males $250, females $200. Call (502)
753-9382 after 5pm.
DAISY Grooming Saturday, by appointment
753-7819
GAY'S Pet Care Animal
lover will provide tender
loving care for your pets
while you are away from
home. Call for details
489-2029
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2E358.:
REGISTERED Doberman
puppies. 2 males, 1 female
753-8636.
410
Public
Sale

3BR 1314 x467' lot 2 car
garage, storage building
$12,500 New Concord
area 436 5895
ALL the extras that make a
house a home Located in
Southwest Murray 3br, 2
bath, greatroom that is
magnificient with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen with oodles of
cabinets, diningroom, huge
master suite with walk in
closet, newly painted Priced at $79,950 and worth
every penny Call Kopperud Realty today,
753 1222. MLS 3900

KENTUCKY Lake Waterfront, 4br, 2 bath, central
FARRIS Auction Company
H/A 2 car garage, covered
W Dan Farris, Auctioneer, boat dock, year around waP.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY ter $139,900 354 6006
(502) 492-8796/8795. We
MODERN and attractive
appraise and sell it all.
brick 3br, 2 bath home in
Kirksey area Gracious
13r1
family home, lovely fireReal
place in den. $80's MLS
Estate
#3879. Contact Kopperud
20 ACRES,9 minutes wes Realty, 753-1222
of Murray on paved road
TWO extra nice homes for
753-1742
sale One in Southwest
COMMERCIAL Building for Villa at 2112 Country Road
sale Located 5 minutes and in Martin Heights at
south of Murray. Over 4000 1552 Whipporwill Drive.
sq ft. with 2 bays, 5 over- Drive by and then call
head doors, showroom and 753-3903 to see either of
room for expansion. Good these fine homes.
parking, $62,000. MLS
WARM,co7y, led brick, 3br
#3652 Contact Kopperud
home with 2 baths, one
Realty, 753-1222.
block west of university with
RE/MAX Properties Ltd. quiet neighbors at 1653
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, Ryan Ave Has wood burnBob Haley. Bel-Air Center. ing stove in the fireplace,
1 -502-753-SOLD, that makes it the most economical in town, with back
1-800-369-5780.
up electric wall heaters
TVA insulated ceiling and
440
floors_ Water and electricity
Lots
bills were below $100/mo.
For Sale
Carpeted Irving room and
TRAILER Lots. 75x120 den with fireplace. Lovely
Sewer, water and electric bathroom with fiberglass
hook-ups Located in Callo- bath and shower unit with
way County, 6 miles from ceramic tile Master bedKenlake State Park, 3 miles room with shower in secfrom lake. Starting price, ond bath. Has hardwood
$4,000. 527-0144.
floors, garbage disposal,
WATERFRONT lake lot, ceiling fan, w/d hook-up,
$7500 Partial owner fi- eat-in kitchen with electric
stove and refrigerator nenancing possible
753-9586 before 5pm, gotiable Cement patio in
back of house Lot size is
753-0292 after 5pm
120'x60' with one out build450
ing Throe maple trees with
Farms
easy to maintain yard. Has
Side
For
automatic attic exhaust fan
14 ACRES in pasture off and pull down ladder in94E Possible financing, side. $65,000 Appointments, call 753-6424 or
$13,500. 753-6862.
753-7356

160
For Rent
Or Lease
2BEDRM cottage with nice
3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur- view of lake Includes corray for sale or lease ner lot, 60x90, $13,500
753-3293
901-5848882

Residential & Commercial
Steel & Wood Doors
Estimates
Free

Paris, Tn.

901-644-9559

ALPHA BUILDERS

489-2303
THELMA'S BARGAIN BIN 1
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances & Misc. Items
1109 Pogue Avenue
(Around the corner from Toyota of Murray)
We Buy & Sell • 759-9940

Simmental Bulls
For Sale
Polled Purebreds
Bloodlines Include:
J-E Prince
Kingpen
Black Tie
Prospector
RB Papillon
Big Bud

Swift Farms
At. 6, Box 106
Murray, Ky.

NEW bug shields for pick
ups and vans, foreign and
domestic, dear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753 5500

490

CAR Stereo Inui,IlatIon
753-0113. Sunset
Music Murray's Alpine(
Audio Specialist, Dixida,.
Center, 1 block from M
dorms.
1985 PLYMOUTH
loaded 489 2994

Used
Cars

1987 CUTLASS `314riari.1965 MUSTANG 289 auto, Brougharn, V 8, loaae •
air, excellent condition 24,000 miles, $69fi,
$5200 0/30 444 4718 or 753-8778 after 5p,,,
443-5035
1987 FORD Taurus '
1971 TOYOTA Land - V 6, air, auto, very
0* a
cruiser, good rnechanical 68,000 miles $2,
condition, no* Ores, runs 753 9761
COUNTRY Livin. right great. $1 500 080
1987 NISSAN Mar,r st
here 3br, 2 bath brick, cen- 474-0115.
bon wagon Load'
tral HA Near Kirksey Up- 1977 MONTE Carlo, $500
options Excellent c
per $60's Call Bob Perrin, 435-4329 after 5pm
bon 527 2928
Re/Max Properties Ltd
1978 MUSTANG 4cyl,
753-SOLD
automatic, $975 OBO
1988 CHEVROLET Cava
ENERGY efficient home. 5 759-9768
her, 2 door, auto, air, am t•,
years old, FMHA approved,
extra nice, fenced in back- 1979 COUGAR XR7, cassette, sharp. 436 557 1
yard w/12x20 deck, priced loaded, excellent condition
1988 PONTIAC 6000 L Call after 6pm, 435-4477. nice car 435-4201
in the lower $40's
753-6063 after 4 30pm
1979 LTD,$700 1983 Mer- 1988
PONTIAC Grar c
FRESH on the market cury Linx, blown head ga- 492 8600 after 5pm
Beautiful and stunning sket. 753-7209.
lake-front home with all the 1980 OLDS, 260 motor, 1989 FORD Escort, low
amenities Boat dock with 50xxx miles, newly rebuilt mileage $200 down. tal-i
power hoist Lovely trans Buick, 350 motor over payments 762 631,
wooded lot with panoramic Dodge, 318 motor Call 1989 OLDS Delta tit
view of Kentucky Lake
32xxx miles, all opt.,)n,
759 4805, ask for David.
,
Home has 3br, 2 baths
$8900 527-3512 or
Lovely view from every 1982 CUTLASS Supreme 527-2552
room MLS #3904 Contact Brougham, V-6, all power,'
Kopperud Realty, tilt, cruise, $1995 negoti- 1990 CUTLASS Cletr:r
4-door, white, V 6, ric.,,r
able 759-9337.
753-1222
tires, 69,000 miles. $7500
IMMACULATE! 3br, den, 1985 CADILLAC Sedan 753-4576 before 5pm
DeVille
Light
blue,
fully
attached garage in Murray.
Low $60's. Bob Perrin, Re/ loaded, extra nice 59xxx 1991 CHEVROLET Pc
retta Red, V6, auto a, e
miles. $6300 753-8350.
Max Properties Ltd
new, one owner 435 45 r
753-SOLD
1985 DODGE Omni, p/s,
1991 CORVETTE C aJne
am/fm,
p/b,
a/c,
5
speed,
JUST now on the market
Immaculate 4br 2 bath good tires. Good gas mi- 850 miles, glass top r:
home on Oaks Country leage, dependable. $1400 pump up seats. $23,900
Club Rd Beautiful great OBO. 753-4128 after 5pm 527 3512 or 527-2r.,—,
room with cathedral ceiling
and fireplace with gas logs
and heatalator $95,000
Contact Kopoeruct Realty,
753-1222

Sales, Service & Installation

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call l'‘ Anytime

PDQ

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Ht 13, Boa 1075
Murray, KY 42071

LARGE 2-3 br house with
central gas heat and air
conditioning. Stove and refrigerator furnished. 1004
Main St. $360 plus deposit
Available immediately
759-1265

Commercial' LARGE 3br house, 1305
Vine Lease and deposit,
and
no pets 753-0932 or
Reaidential
753 5898

-V -

4 Box 177A. 111..rny, Ky 4Z071

759-4685

>1.1:-.-.

Horn**
For Sale

10x52 REFRIGERATOR, LOT for rent in Mobile CREEKVIEW Self storage
stove, a/c, kitchen table, Home Village, water turn
warehouses on Center
couch, chair, front porch ished, $70/mo Coleman Drive behind Shoney's
9898
753
RE,
and steps $3500 OBO
$20 $40/mo 2nd Month
436-2285 after 5pm
Free 759-4081
inn
14x70 EXTRA 2br, 2 full
GROWERS Mini WareBusiness
bath, furnished, front porch
houses Space available
Rentals
and back deck, central H/A
753 3808
$12,000 759-4533
20'x30' COMMERCIAL
space on US 641 North
170
1980 SHILO 24x60, 3br. 2 near Shoney's Call John
Livestock
bath, lovingroom, kitchen, Downs at M T G
& Supplies
diningroom, stove, fire- 753-4000
place, nice 436-2535
HUDSON Company SadCOMMERCIAL property, dles, Bridles &
Horse sup1981, 14x70 TOWN 917 Coldwater Rd Forplies 753 4545, 759-1823,
House, 2br, excellent con- merly Juanita's Florist De753 6763
dition Must see to appreci- posit and references reate $10,750 436-5814 quired Terms and lease
evenings
negotiable 753 6069

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

MEM.

460

For Rent
Or Lome

Robert Swift
502-436-5862

DAVID SMITH
Construction

New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky, 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic itt standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warran

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday ** February 29 ** 9:00 a.m. ** 1992
Rain or Shine •• Lunch Available
Paris, Tennessee
Auction will be held on the property located at 107 West Ruff
Street, Paris, Tennessee, one block north of the lienly
County Courthouse just off of Market Street.
3,650 Sq. Ft. Commercial Brick Building
With Modern Front And Offices Selling
At Absolute Auction At 12:00 Noon
Choice piece of property is convenient to the Main Business
District of Paris. Brick building with commercial front, glass
doors and glass windows. Central 12' x 18' panelled lobby/
reception area with private office on each side,concrete vault
with steel bank-type vault door, combination safe.
TERMS: 20% down day of Auction. Balance due within 7',
days upon delivery of deed.
A Pre-Auction Inspection is invited. Contact Torruny
Moody, Moody Realty Company, Paris, (901) 642-509.'
Modern Rental Equipment ** This Equipment Is
Like New
General's Sewerooter 1-3, Campbell AU Compressor 51111.
Aerator, Super Elton 140 Welder, Homelite 240 14- Chain
Saw, Hu idheat Steam Cleaner, Power Disc Sander, Generator, WIllffler Sprayer, Feldman Core Plug Aerator, Apache
DC Arc Welder, 175 Amp, liomelite 5 HP Pump, McCul
lough Electramac 14" chain saw, Parker concrete
Central Hydraulics Porta-Power 4-Ton.
Electrical Equipment And Supplies
Greenlet 4" hydraulic rigid conduit bender;Pipe fining tools,
dies, stands (some electric, some manual); Light fixturesresidential and commercial; heater repair parts, emergency
lights, exit lights, exhaust fans, odd-sized light bulbs; motor
control parts, starter coils, transformers, anchor bolts, hard
bats, fish tapes, plastic junction boxes; receptacles, plugs.
cord ends and covers; fuses, circuit breakers all SIMS.
conduit, EMT,plastic, rigid, fittings; electrical and plumbing
fixtures such as nipples, couplings and associated hardware
From sizes 1(2" to 3",some aluminum,most galvanized; prebent 90s and pre-bent 45 angles for conduit, plastic,
galvanized, EMT; motor starter heater coils, motor starter
operating coils; switch and fuse boxes,old and new up to 400
amp; Buss plugs, new and used; Switch Boxes for switch
gear, galvanized (all new); Commercial light fixtures, 277
volt (new in the box); Explosion -proof galvanized conduit
linings and bodies, assortment of old appliance repair parts.
NOTE: New light fixtures are commercial grade, fluorescent-type for commercial buildings, MANY HEMS TOO
NUMEROL'S TO MENTION!!
TERMS: Cash, Cashier's fleck, Certified Check or Current
Bank letter of Credit is required by all persons not personally
known by the Auction Company. THIS IS A MUST!!

Alexander
AND REAL ESTATE SALES
AucTioNs
Nlarsin E. :%14Aander, Auctioneer CAI
tut. 239

1k. No. 67; Firm Lie. No. 107
street
Phone 587-4244
Martin. Term. .38257
Hi% I4044

-PAK

M.w,
11tImkt Mar
1,1Kli.netr UhAmpil.n"

I

•
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Pilot program

CLASSIFIEDS
5X1

530

1988 FORD Ranger XLT,
$5800 753 6836

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN IIRRAV

MUST Sell 1988 S-10
Blazer. 52 000 miles.
$5600 OBO 759 9816 at
tel 5pm

CARS
,3 ICepti
X Cary
Tzgoti Cary
1 T:rt Cain G1—$10017
issr Srn
• ":51 C*4A___114,481
*:!:1 C311CL_ $7267
I 74:1
:1.1s V
487

14 POLARCRAFT Jon
Boat 20hp Merairy motor
and trailer $1000
435 4329 after 5pm
16 POLARC RAFT 25hp
electric start Evinrude and
trailer $2000 firm
753 4120
17' BASS Bomber boat arid
trailer, 65hp Mercury ob
3 speed foot controlled
trolling motor. 2 new batte
nes $1500 436 2805
HYDRA Sport
1985 15
bass boat 1986 90hp Mer
cury New trolling motor
492 8206

Services
Offered

Swims
Mend

Serirlese
Offered

BACKHOE Service ROY LAWN mowing and trim
HILL Septic system drive ming 753 7041
ways. hauling foundations,
LEE S Carpet Cleaning
etc 759 4664
For all your carpet and upBACKHOE Service and holstery cleaning call
Hauling Driveways, found- 753 5827 Free estimates
ations, and septic systems DUPONT CERTIFIED for
new or repair Best prices Stainmaster
and results Call 759-1039 LITVVILLER Building Farm
BLOCK brick concrete fin and residential set-up for
ishing Basements foot large protects Our busiings garages drives ness is built on quality
walks 30yrs experience 382 2214
13yrs in Murray area L L BEANE painting inter753-5476 Charles Barnett ior, exterior Free esti('HI'1 (- him Chimney mates Lennis Beane
Siseeps has 10% sailor sib Owner 759 1785
tcn discsunts We sell chins
PAINTING interior and ex
ncs saps and ssrcens
tenor Quality work Over
415 41g1
20 years experience Ralph
CUNNINGHAM S Heating Worley 436-5625
and Cooling Service Cam
PLUMBING Repairs We
plete installation and ser work on mobile homes
Call Gary at
vice
24 hour emergency, same759 4754
day service 489 2525
DAVIDSON Roofing and PLUMBING repairman with
Construction Special same day service Call
winter rates 30 years ex 436 5255
penenco Written guaran
tee Local references PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
753 5812
Same day service All work
1/R11%1:WAYS White rusk or
guaranteed 492 8816

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing con
aerie Free estimates Call
474-2307

WILL do mowing and light
hauling 753 4355
WILL do plumbing installa
bon and repairs All guaran
toed 753-4355, 7511134

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel,sand, dirt, drive
way rock 753-4545
753-6763

YARD landscaping wr20
years experience Breaking
and disking gardens, bush hogging No Jobs too big or
too small 436 5430

SAM'S Yard Service Mow
mg, trimming. hauling
753-1598 Free estimates

YARD mowing, odd tots,
hauling, city or county
437-4703
TENNESSEE River Insula
bon Decrease your utility
bills with adequate insulation All types of insulation,
old and new homes Free
estimates, 901 642 9174

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair, replacement. new
installation pumping. sewers, footings. basements
Backhoe loader service
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhil4
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
STORAGE Buildings,
8x10 as low as $500
Decks and all types build
ing and remodeling
759 1039 Of 474-2318, ask
for Matt

Sgt. Nathan Pritchett spent some time with children recently from
Eydie Combs and Pat Cherry's Pilot Primary Program at Southwest
Elementary in celebration of "1 Love to Read Day."

THE.Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced. insured Estimate available
759-4690

Horoscope
TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 25, 1992

THERMALINE Replacement Windows Custombuilt, easy-clean Senior citizens discounts 759-4433
after 3pm

For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon_horoscope, based on your own
of hirth.call l -900-98K-77-88. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
date
1990 SUNCRUISER Pon
ikol;
a minute
loon 70hp Johnson and
much more 435 4006 after
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE the job -- you are in for a run ()Ipso('
VCR
5._2.711
S;
Wood
CI*
REPAIR
VCR
• *:rq
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: luck! i v ing someone a helping hand
NEXT
5Prn
Stump
Service Center, cleaningSUREWAY Tree &
lets you mend some fences.
e a chance to try something
has
You
C7* LE._..14337 19 FIBERGLASS bass ski
Removal Insured with full servicing $15, most repairs
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
hne of equipment Free es- $35 all brands 3rd Street, that has always intrigued you. Be
boat w 'trailer 150hp motor. grascl. Ness ssinstructi,si ii
Confidential chats could lead to a
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5, hold! Putting your wonderful imagielectric trolling motor fish mviritcnance Wc sprLiallic in REFINISHING, stripping, timates Day or night
Mon Fri 753-0530
Ander, radio Excellent don
753 5484
a long lasting supportisc custom woodworking
nation to good use will boost your financial boon. A secret partnership
753 8056
ditior 759 9619
hasc Vse are equipped tor ans
.A direct approach will bring may be part of the picture. Cultivate
career.
T C Dinh Repair and Main- REPAIR and refinishing All
good relations with your co-workers.
working consisthins 753 6137
RENOVATING/ I install Al- tenance Electrical - Clean- types of furniture, and all terrific results when dealing with
28 TERRY Taurus self
•
or 4S,',:420
Stick to elegant simplicity when
rg
contained
coa Siding and Certamteed ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main kinds of material and sup- prominent people next fall. Focus on
decorating.
plus extras Excellent DRYWALL finishing re Replacement Windows Bill Street 753-6111 office, plies for chairs Chair can- romance and travel in October. A
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Actpairs additions and blow- Speed, 492-8103
shape 436 295
753-0606 after 5pm
ning 492-8714.
year-end % acation could lead to your
ing ceilings 753 4761
on impulse could land you in hot
ing
Family.
lifestyle.
healthier
a
adopting
"Ev
•
5HP Nissan cuttooard and
today. Postpone making major
water
true.
support makes a dream come
LICENSED for electric
•variabie sceezl tral
:.• • 071?........... S221, Sears
CELEBRITIES BORN ON financial decisions. Make sure your
gas refrigeration Installa
rig mdtor both used twice
onnd repair Free estipl.:s extra s $550 -IT—
THIS DATE: nutritionist Adele expectations about romance are remates 753 7203
753 9819
Davis. Beatle (ieorge Harrison. tenSCOR PIO( Oct.23-Noy .2I: An
nis star Bobby Riggs. TV host Sally
FENCE sales at Sears
WAYNE- Darnell Marine
_
important work project can he easily
Jessy Raphael.
now Call Sears 753 2310
Complete boat and motor
ARIES ( March 21.1pril 191: A ads anced or completed now . A rorepair arid service All work for free estimate for your
mantic lunch provides a nice midday
guaranteed Fibergiass needs
stroke of luck awaits in the domestic
break. Be more crcali%e in your
specialist Buy se,i or FREE SPRING CLEANor emplos !tient arena. New chaltrade Used boats. rrictors ING ESTIMATES Gutters.
lenges or responsibilities may he in- dealings with a stubborn relative.
and balers Salvage parts
SAGITTARH S I No%. 22-Dec.
% ol% ed. Hold the line oh spending.
bush and tree removals
1 rrile from Murray on
Curb a tendency to clash openly
21):
being
nauling piart.,xg, pruning,
by
Breathe life into romance
94E 753-C1,79
muicting mowing etc Call
with people in power -- it could
more ardent.
Jerry at 753 0611
TAURUS(April 20-May 201: Do jeopardize your reputation for good
not sit idly at home today. Channel- sense. Seek out people who share
GALLOWAY Roofing Spe
in new roofs reing yourenergy intocommunity work your concerns and plot a common
ritr Al TREE Service Stump cializing
roots and tear offs
or athletic games helps you brush up .strategy.
removal and spraying Free Guaranteed work
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. l9 f:
on your skills. You will feel exhila481 estimates
37TT,
753 0906 after 502 753 7941
excellent day for career discus!
An
accomplish
rated by how much you
5pm 759 9816 753 0495
GEMINI I May 21 -June 201: A sions and financial decisions. A joint
GENERA- Repair plumb
irig roc,' ng tree wori,
AAA Additions Decks
highly producti%rday lies ahead. You venture may he signed, sealed and
vinyl siding carpentry 436 2542
can make big gains at your job by. delivered. Influential people will
The Murray Lions Club recently donated $.500 to the Work Activities
work, house and floor levelfocusing on good public relations. stand behind you. Salute them!
ing drive-ways 40.- years GERALD WALTERS
Center for the Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.). Presenting the
Training
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. HO:
Someone you thought gone forever
Roct,ng vinyl siding paint
experience Free esti
You seem to know all the right things
ce.
18 check to W.A.T.C.H. representative Phillip Virts (right) is Warren K.
reappearan
dramatic
estimates
a
mg
Free
makes
?7r. 414.17E mates Call collect years experience Local re- Hopkins, president of the Murray Lions Club.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: to say. now. Why not vocalize your
901 247 5173
ferences 489 2267
•
you set your mind to something. ideas and concerns to VIPs? Rase
Once
UN/ ALPHA Builders Carper,
7:r1 Eit.t
rev iew s and increased power could
our plans will fall into place. You
GUTTERING By Sears
remodeling porches
to someone who is %cry. he yours before you know it.
drawn
teel
and corn
15.937 try
residential
Sears
roofing concrete drive
PISCES &eh. 19-March 20): A
mercial cortnuous gutters
different from you. A lasting relaways painting mainte
business venture is given the green
your specifica
imfor
not
.but
installed
difficult
will
he
tionship
nance etc Free estimates
bons Call Sears 753-2310
light. helping to solidify a new partAabrey Match,
possible.
489-2303
Eldl Calvert Greg Star!sr • s
for tree estimate
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Work nership. Show your strong support
Tomorrow: No hard and fast rules.
Tees Thurman
Ging Seattlen, Bus
tasks provide a wonderful outlet for tor a loved one's efforts. Take a friend
HA:AWAY Construction
Chad Cochran, Gen lAgt
less position. Had he discarded a y our creativity today . Look sharp on
to dinner and talk candidly.
Home remodeling paintWest dealer.
spade, Belladonna would have
ing, wallpaper carpentry
North-South vulnerable.
floor covering No lob too
thrown a heart from dummy and
TODAY'S CHILDREN are affect ionate. loyal and inclined to daydream.
NORTH
to
spades
small 436 2052
of
A-Q
then played the
They treasure their friends and may he more susceptible to peer pressure than
•7 6 5 2
two
scoring
slam,
the
home
bring
their parents would like. Set firm hut fair guidelines for these youngsters and
6
K
2
•
HANDYMAN will do plumbof
spades.
7-6
dummy's
with
tricks
they will do just fine. Unusually talented in the arts, they make good writers
ing electric and carpentry
•.163
Danny Robinson
Phone
disto
elected
instead
West
515 S. 12th
When
Reasonable rates
and musicians. Reserved and modest. these Pisces will probably' he happiest
3
Q
K
•
753-4961
the
Mummy, KY
played
a
Belladonn
753 0596
heart,
a
card
if self-employed. They are more interested in cooperation than competition.
EAST
WEST
ng
establishi
heart,
another
and
A-K
3
8
i idas and Foresee
•
HAULING yard work tree • k .1 9 4
lo nide, a re,Ised And updAcd.ops ,tt Jeans. him.,hest selhin: histk - t'sit-r,l,i
iS plus SI Is ,Ni.We and handling in
Se. '968 Grand
his fourth heart while at the same
l0('4
V
Free
esmowing
Nsir4,100( WI Help 5,iu find Nina Pia,. tit (loci-, Plan.- send SK
Q
.1
removal
•
4
5
in
58 000 miles $6000 NEED your gutters cleaned timates 759 1683
HO% 4il SIT Kansas City. M. 64141 MA.: sh'.ks payable
time forcing West to return a spade Dixon. Llo Andreas ant Mc Meel.
•5 2
• 1114
0634
,RC 759 9816 after 5pm or repaired')Call 753
As and St. Meet
trick.
.1ndre
going
slamthe
for
A-Q
the
into
*A.198764
HOME Repairs Will do car- • 5 2
' Se. 1991 Grand ANY remodeling painting pentry painting, plumbing
5017TH
_an be seen at Piggly & roofing References and electrical 436 2575 af• A ti I()
, Serious calls only 759 1110
ter 5pm
V A 97 3
- 53 7571 after 6Pm
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
A K Q 98 7
•
In
By
Blown
iNSULATION
reap $9000
Factory trained by 3 major
4, —
TVA
approved
Sears
manufacturers Most parts
on those high heating The biddingin stock, on my truck All Save
South
North East
arid cooling bills Call Sears West
work and parts warranted
54
753 2310 for free esbrnate Pass
44
Pass
Ap
The
at
for
Andy
Ask
Vero
•
6
Pass
NT
5
Pass
2455
753
Galkmore
C
Works,
JAMES
,pliance
• - ,-EVY work van
Electric Fast efficient, Opening lead — two of clubs.

Lions club donation

TRUCKS

r

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand

TOYOTA

Painting
Paper
Hanging

753-0616

r".

- yt straight shift 86 xxx
,
es good condition
7.'300 753 7629

Used
Trucks
HOLET swb
.z:)00 1979 Word 4 wheel
jr p $1500 435-4329 af
•-,.4 5pm
958 CHEVY stepside 350
-nolo( 492 8511 after 5pm
969 FORD 1 ton Good
..res motor and transmis
ion 51200 753 4120
• 972 FORD pick up good
oorodition runs fine $500
'53 3445 after 5pm
975 FORD '4 ton pick up
5200 436 2535
1977 FORD F 150 4x4
good condition $1250
498 8669 after 6pm
1979 DODGE auto air
steering and brakes
ton $850 753-2876 after
SPfTI
19% FORD 1 ton 4x4. 69
diesel, 60xxx miles
437-4895
1987 MAZDA twin cab
$4000 489-2303
1989 GMC pick up swb
loaded 510.500 435-4326
after 5pm
1990 CHEVROLET Silverado, short fleet side, blue
ard silver, 350 loaded
$12.303 753 3632

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience Bobby Hopper
436 5848

courteous
759-1835

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

service

This extraordinary hand was
played in a team of four match some
years ago by the great Italian star,
Belladonna. The bidding
Giorgio
A TO Z Services General
went as shown and West led the
contracting electrical
deuce of clubs against six diamonds.
plumbing roofing carpenThere were many different lines
try yard and house maintenance Free estimates All BRYON'S LAWN SER- of play available to Belladonna, inwork guaranteed Call VICE Free estimates cluding the one that had been chosen
489-2691 after 5pm
759 9047 after 3pm
by the declarer at the first table, who
also arrived at six diamonds and got
a club lead.
At that table, declarer ruffed
East's ace ofclubs at trick one,cashed
the A-K of trumps, led a trump to
CUSTOM KJEGMEN GANNE TS
jack,finessed the queen of
dummy's
CUSTOM INOOCANONEUNG
spades, losing to West's king, and
All Types 01
eventually went down one
Custom Woodworking
But Belladonna, after ruffing
club ace at trick one, cashed
East's
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
the A-K-.1 of trumps and then dis'Drop by & see our showroom
d Elueey Eimad
,
carded his ten of spades on dummy's
4/9 Sus48uRY MURRAY (EWs
751 S940
king ofclubs Next he ruffed dummy's
111)
last club, deliberately spurning the
spade finesse and producing this
seven-card position:

.ffer
'""r--

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica all colors Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

North
+ 76,52
•K 6 2

East
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
West
• :i
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered •K .J9
V 10 8
QJ 5 4
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
4.19 8
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
South
•A Q
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
V A 97 3
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
•Q
For a Job Done Right Because We
Belladonna now led the queen of
Guarantee Ow Work
diamonds, placing West in a hope-

Mi!ierray Ledger & Times
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Looking Back

Today in History
311 days
Today is Monday, Feb. 24, the 55th day of 1992. There are
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
on the air
Fifty years ago, on Feb. 24, 1942, the Voice of America went
for the first time.
On this date:
in which he
In 1582, Pope Gregory XIII issued a Papal Bull, or edict,
it became
.as
Calendar,
Gregorian
outlined his calendar reforms. (The
today.)
use
general
known, is the calendar in
Supreme Court
In 1803, in its Marbury v. Madison decision, the U.S.
issues.
constitutional
of
ruled that it was the final interpreter
Spain.
from
independence
its
declared
In 1821, Mexico
In 1863, Arizona was organized as a territory.
Manila
In 1945, American soldiers liberated the Philippine capital of
11.
War
World
from Japanese control during
4-2, to
In 1980, The United States hockey team defeated Finland, N.Y.
Placid,
Lake
in
Games
Olympic
clinch the gold medal at the Winter
guilty of
In 1981, a jury in White Plains, N.Y., found Jean Harris
author
Diet"
"Scarsdale
second-degree murder in the fatal shooting of
Dr. Herman Tarnower.
of Britain's
In 1981, Buckingham Palace announced the engagement
Prince Charles to Lady Diana Spencer.
condemning the
In 1983, a congressional commission released a report
II, calling it a
War
World
during
Japanese-Americans
of
internment
'grave injustice.''
Hirohito, who
In 1989, a state funeral was held in Japan for Emperor
had died the month before at age 87.
States,
Ten years ago: In a speech to the Organization of American
condieconomic
help
to
designed
plan
broad
a
proposed
Reagan
President
tions in the Caribbean basin.
National
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Ten years ago
Noisemakers will be used in an
effort to discourage blackbirds
from roosting in trees near Woods
and Ordway Halls on the Murray
State University campus, according
to James Erwin of Calloway County Health Department.
Barbara Tucker, member of Murray Art Guild, has a display of her
paintings at Cheri Theatre.
Dr. Lloyd Jacks showed slides
and talked about the trip he and his
wife, Faye, took to West and East
Germany at a meeting of Twin
Lakers Good Sam Recreational
Vehicle Club held at North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
In high school basketball games,
Murray High beat Christian County
and Calloway County beat Lone
Oak. High team scorers were Jimmy West for Murray, David Joiner
for Christian, Bryan Tebbetts for
Calloway and Wheatley for Lone

Oak.
Twenty years ago
Navy Lt. Ben T. Hogancamp,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B.
Hogancamp of Murray, was promoted to his present rank during
ceremonies at Naval Air Station,
Memphis, at Millington, Tenn.
Winners in the Murray Optimist
Club Tri-Star Basketball Contest
were Don Hargrove, Kirksey
School, Howie Crittenden Jr.,
Robertson School, Perry Parkin,
New Concord, Andy Harrell and
Raymond Sims, Murray Middle
School, and Tommy Futrell, Kirksey School.
Buddy Sykes who has been an
associate at Guy Spann Realty, has
become a Realton, according to
Guy Spann, owner of the firm.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Winn
Lundgreen, Feb. 14; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Veazey and boy to

Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Gills, Feb. 16.
Thirty years ago
Circuit Court Judge Earl Osborne spoke about "Juvenile Problems" at a meeting of Hazel School
Parent-Teacher Association. Music
was by students of Gwyn Key.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Williams
and Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby of Murray Civitan Club
attended a meeting of Third District Council of Civitan International held Feb. 16 and 17 at Nashville,
Tenn.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard L. Payton, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Schroader and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Tucker.
Wallis Farm of Murray has been
elected to membership in American
Angus Association, St. Joseph, Mo.
Forty years ago
Pvt. William Reid, son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. Davidson of Hazel, is

taking basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, Texas.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch, violinist, and his daughter, Hannah
Prydatkevytch, pianist, presented a
recital in Recital Hall of Fine Arts
Building, Murray State College, on
Feb. 19.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Hale and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Noel Smith, Feb.
13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ferguson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilford Brandon and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Peek, Feb. 15.
Miss Cappie Beale opened her
home for a meeting of Arts and
Crafts Club on Feb. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Lubye Robertson
have returned from a trip to Pittsburgh, Kan., Oklahoma City, Okla.,
and Memphis, Term. They visited
their daughter, Mrs. Eugene Allen
and family at Memphis.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: In January you
printed a letter from "Arizona
Grandmother," who expressed her
concern at hearing of the death of a
21-year-old University of Florida
junior who died as the result of consuming 23 shots ofliquor. You hoped
that some reader might tell you the
"rest of the story." Well, here it is:
There are between 200 and 400
aleohol-poisoning deaths annually in
the United States. Nearly all the
victims are children and adolescents.
Often these tragedies result from
"chug-a-lug" contests, where kids
compete to see who can down the

most alcohdl in the shortest time.
Rapid drinking, particularly in
large amounts, is one of the most
dangerous ways to consume alcohol.
It is almost certain to induce severe
illness, coma or death. Anyone who
indulges in this kind of drinking
needs immediate medical attention.
Some young people might experiment with other drugs, but it's
doubtful that minors would engage
in contests to see who could consume
the largest quantity of any other
drug in the least amount oftime. Nor
are adults likely to endorse such
obviously dangerous and illegal be-

ha vii r
Concerned readers like "Arizona
Grandmother" can help to prevent
future tragedies by telling young
people that alcohol is a drug. Adults
21 and older who choose to drink
should limit their consumption to no
more than one drink per day for
women,and no more than two drinks
per day for men.This is based on the
"Dietary Guidelines for Americans"
published by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Underage youth should drink no alcohol.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Thank you, Abby, for your longstanding commitment to discourage
drinking by those under 21.
ELAINE M. JOHNSON,PH.D.,
DIRECTOR,OFFICE FOR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PREVENTION, U.S. PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem
that is probably unlike any you have
ever received. I am a 26-year-old
woman who is about to be married. I
have never had sex, but when I was
24 years old, I agreed to be artificially inseminated and gave birth to
a child for a couple who wanted one,
but the woman was not able to have
a child.
Now here is my question: Am I
still a virgin? My husband-to-be is
well aware that I want to wait until
our wedding night to make love, so
he has never pressured me. I need to
know if I am still a virgin.
YES OR NO?
DEAR YES OR NO: Since you
have never had sexual intercourse, you are still a virgin.
If your fiance is not aware
that you have given birth to a
child,I suggest that you tell him.
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend and I
have been dating for about 2 1/2
years,but we've been living together
for eight months.
We've decided to get married next
year. The problem: He says the
bride's parents should pay for the
wedding. Abby, I am 32 years old
and have not been living with my
parents for 15 years.
I told him that since I do not live
with my parents, I do not think they
should be expected to pay for my
wedding. However, if they offer to
help, it would be fine with me. What
do you think?
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DEAR COUPLE: Parents are
never under any obligation to
pay for the wedding of a son or
daughter. If they do pay for it,
it's a gift.
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Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR READER. Intermittent
claudication means that muscles
cramp during exercise because of
poor oxygen supply. The condition
most commonly affects the lower extremities (pain and cramping in the
legs or buttocks) and is ordinarily
caused by arteriosclerotic blockages
in the lower aorta or the arteries supplying oxygen and nutrients to the leg
muscles.
With continued exercise and walking. the symptoms sometimes improve. This is believed due to the formation of new blood vessels that
naturally bypass the narrowed
measure
10 Pertaining to segment.
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old age
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My feet and ankles are cold and numb most of the
time. Any walking causes cramping
of my right calf. My doctor feels this
is related to poor circulation and has
given me a booklet on intermittent
claudication. He doesn't have time to
discuss my diet or go into detail, and it
relieves my mind to tell it all to someone whose advice I have confidence
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Obituaries
Leonard (Jack) Carlton Sr.
Leonard (Jack) Carlton Sr., 91,
Rt. I. Farmington, died Saturday at
1:30 p.m. at Veterans Administration Hospital, Marion, Ill.
A retired farmer and veteran of
World War 1, he was a member of
Cuba Lodge of Free and Accepted
Masons, and a charter member of
Mayfield Disabled American Veterans Chapter.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Carlton,
and his parents, Finis and Pnncie
Holt Carlton, preceded him in
death.
He is survived byt two daughters, Mrs. Nannie Louise Dosovich.
Mayfield. and Mrs. Mary Sue

Gantt, Chicago, Ill.; two sons, Leonard (Red) Carlton Jr., Rt. 1, Farmington, and Gerald Carlton, Oak
Park, Ill.; two brothers. Harold
Carlton, Joliet, III., and Jones Carlton, Kalamazoo, Mich.; 15 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
Tom Brann will officiate. Burial
will follow in Cuba Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today (Monda)).
Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m.
tonight at the funeral home.

Allen Bucy
Final rites for Allen Bucy were
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Robert Johnson and the
Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiated. Music
was by Terri Oatman, soloist, and
Grace Baptist Church Choir with
Kevin Rudicil as director and
Susan Jones as pianist.
Active pallbearers were Howard
Moss, Johnnie Yarbrough, Donnie
Steele, Billy Steele, Kenneth Bucy
and William (Skip) Smallman.
Honorary pallbearers were John
Williams, Larry Crank, Larry
Green, Speight Williams, L.D. Flora. Earl Steele, Noble Bray, L.E.
Outland, Clifford Garrison, Billy
Joe }Lie, Buck Bucy, John L. Morgan, Connie Morgan, Ruble Thurman. Many Futrell, N.P. Paschall.
Ralph Rotertson, Debs Cunningham. Ronnie Green, Ray Starks and

Tony Gardner.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Bucy, 69. of 711 Sycamore
St., Murray, died Thursday at
10:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include two daughters,
Ms. Martha Bucy, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Melissa Green and
husband. Kenny, Murray; one son,
Mark Allen Bucy, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Mary Steele, one brother,
Robert Bucy and wife, Carrie. and
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Iva Bucy, all
of Murray; six grandchildren, Mike
Robertson, Bill Robertson, Joe
Robertson. Chris Smith, Dustan
Clay Green and Mack Allen Bucy:
three stepgranddaughters, Kim
Green. Robbin Green and April
Green: one stepgreat-grandson,
Shawn Vanscheck.

Mrs. Lula Hopson Hollowell
Mrs. Lula Hopson Hollowell, 94,
of 301 B East Green St.. Princeton.
died Sunday at 10:45 a.m. at Caldwell County Hospital. Princeton.
She was the mother of Mrs. Sue
Spann of Murray.
A retired beautician, she was a
member of First Baptist Church,
Princeton.
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Born March 10. 1897, in Caldwell County, she was the daughter
of the late Louis A. Hopson and
Jennie D. Gregory Hopson.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Spann, Murray, and Mrs.
Dixie Satterwhite. Caldwell County; five granddaughters; seven
great-grandchildren; one greatgreat-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Morgan Funeral Home, Princeton. Dr. Bill
Tichenor will officiate.
Burial will follow in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday).

Red Cross tells Kentucky
school to change its name
[he earliest anyone knows of a
school there is 1912, according to
Thomas. The current school was
built in 1956 a half-mile east of the
crossroads.
Barren County school board
attorney Jim Coleman of Edmonton
called about the letter.
"I thought this was peculiar, but
they say they didn't realize it was a
public school," Coleman said. He
also considered it "a little ridiculous" that the American Red Cross
was suddenly challenging the name
of a school that is nearly 80 years
old.
Coleman said Morisi told him
she got the name from a company
that does trademark-name searches.
However, under federal law,
Coleman said, "We would get a
blank check (to use the name) if we
could prove our existence at or
prior to 1905."
Last week, Morisi said the
school name popped up on her list
possibly because of bonds the
school system issued. Morisi said
thought the name might have
The little community was upset she
been a private school and sent off
by the Jan. 27 letter.
standard letter."
'I can't imagine an entity such "my
"I'm sorry if it offended them,"
as the National Red Cross, who is
she said. "I could have searched
dependent on individual donations,
further, but I don't have the time."
both blood and money, jumping up
Since 1986, Morisi's office has
and saying, 'Little people down
tracked down at least 3,000 other
there, you can't use our name,'"
"Red Crosses," and she said she
said William L. Thomas, a retired
has about 75 pending cases.
surveyor.
She also said she didn't intend to
Red Cross is a crossroads on Ky. pursue this name issue further.
School Superintendent Roy
1297 in western Barren County,
three or four miles north of Barren Withrow said the board plans to
decide on its response at a meeting
River Lake.
Thomas estimated the town cov- March 10.
"We're not that concerned about
ers about two square miles. He said
it used to be known as "Red Hill it at the present time. ... They just
Crossroads." then "Red Cross- spoke before they knew what they
were talking about."
roads." then "Red Cross."

RED CROSS, Ky. (AP)
School officials in this Barren
County crossroads were shocked to
get a letter from a Washington
lawyer telling them to had to
change the name of Red Cross
Elementary School.
The letter to the Barren County
Board of Education read:
"Dear Sir or Madam: It has
come to the attention of the American National Red Cross that Red
Cross School is an entity using the
Red Cross name. This, and any
other use of the Red Cross name, is
considered unauthorized."
Then Andrea Morisi, assistant
general counsel at the national
headquarters for the American Red
Cross, asked for "immediate corrective action" and a prompt reply.
Red Cross School is a 210-pupil
public elementary school that has
been in its current building for 36
years. It has 12 classrooms, four of
them portable. two hallways. and
an office the sin of two walk-in
closets.

Officials continue inquiry,
rule banker's death suicide
said iney also drove Patrick's car
to Nashville where the car was
found in the parking lot of a
restaurant, according to the story.
Patrick was reported missing
April 6, when he failed to return to
Knoxville after a business trip to
Central City. Ky., in Muhlenberg
County.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee and Kentucky authorities continued their investigation in
the shooting death of a former Tennessee banker whose body was
found buried in Kentucky.
Officials have ruled the death of
Jack Patrick. 52, of Knoxville, a
homicide. Patrick had been missing
since April 1991.
Patrick's body was found ThursThe Tennessee Highway Patrol,
in a rural, wooded area of Ohio
day
State
the
Police and
the Kentucky
FBI are cooperating in the investi- County near Rockport, Ky.
The banker was an officer in
gation, but no arrests have been
Jake Butcher's United American
made.
The Knoxville News-Sentinel Bank chain. Patrick pleaded guilty
reported in a copyright story Satur- and served two years in prison for
The funeral for Thomas Edward day that a Kentucky man in protec- his part in the 1983 failure of the
Steele was Friday at 11 a.m. in tive custody told authorities that he banking empire controlled by
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morti- helped another man bury Patrick on Butcher and his brother, C.H.
cians,. Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Joe the night of April 5, 1991. The man Butcher Jr.
Walker Sr. and the Rev. Glynn
Byars officiated.
Pallbearers were Clint Barrett.
Jimmy Barrett, Charles Barrett,
L.D. Steele, Johnny Paschall and
Max Paschall.
Burial was in Rose Lawn
Memorial Gardens there.
Mr. Steele, 72, Rt. 2, Paris, died
Thursday at 1:20 a.m. at Henry
County Medical Center.
He was a member of Oak Hill
United Methodist Church, a Navy
veteran of World War H, and a
retired employee of Holley Carburetor Plant, Paris.
Born Oct. 20, 1919, in Paris, he
was the son of the late Zanner
Wesley Steele and Bessie Steele.
Also preceding him in death
were two sisters, Bertha Bennett
Pictured above left is Calloway County Attorney David Harrington
and one infant, and three brothers,
receiving a certificate upon his successful completion of the "Breath
Walter, Eugene and Loyd Steele.
Alcohol Concentration Safety and Supervision Expert Testimony
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Program." Dr. Robert F. Borkentstein, right , the inventor of the
Willie Bea Bandy Steele, to whom
modern-day breathalyzer instrument, conducted the week-long
he was married on Feb. 17, 1940;
40-hour course which was recently held at Indiana University in
one son, Lynn Steele, Paris; two
Bloomington, Indiana. This course is designed to provide law
grandchildren, Candi Lynn Steele
enforcement officials and prosecutors with a better understanding of
and Stacy Edward Steele; five sisalcohol breath testing devices and their use in court in prosecution of
ters, Mrs. Mary Meeks, Paducah,
DUI cases.
Mrs. Laura Underwood, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Myrtle Williams, California, and Mrs. Hilda Stewart and
Mrs. Naomi Sutton, Paris; three
brothers, Hubert Steele, St. Louis,
Mo., James Vernon Steele, Paris,
and Brent Steele, Detroit, Mich.

Thomas
Edward Steele
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During the Murray Lions Club's 53rd Annual Valentine Party, four
of its members were presented the International President's Certificate of Appreciation for their years of dedicated and devoted service.
From left to right; Past President Joe Pat Ward, Secretary Buel E.
Stalls, Jr., Past President Robert L. Hendon, Past President James L.
Harmon (not pictured) and President Warren Hopkins.

MSU students place nationally
in problem-solving contest
A team of four senior advertising
majors at Murray State University
placed second in a national problem
solving competition sponsored by the
Speciality Advertising Association
International and GTE Telephone
Operations.
Team members are Carmen Stearns
of Buncombe, Ill., Mark McAnulty of
Carmi, Ill., James Habacker and Natalie Bond, both of Paducah.
"This was the first time we had
entered this competition," said Dr.
Gratz Myers, associate professor of
journalism and radio/television.

"Placing second in the nation is a
rather outstanding award and we plan
to enter again in the future."
The student assignment was to
design an advertising campaign to
encourage customers with obsolete
telephone systems to convert to new
equipment.
The Murray State students were
given plaques and special advertising
gifts.
San Jose State University won first
place with the University of South
Carolina and Southwest Texas State
University placing third and fourth,
respectively.
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NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Esiimates

Treated Cross Ties
Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr
435-4343

People In MURRAY ARE
LOSING WEIGHT THE BEST WAY
At Hollywood Weight Loss Clinic
Pay for a 10 lb. Weight
Loss Program...
Lose The Rest FREE
Expires 2-29-92
"As Seen On TV..
One of the nation's fastest
growing weight loss clinics
•Medically ReviewedVISAJ

Vicki Jump
has now lost
61'12 lbs.
62 Inches

Call 753-1044

WEIGHT
Holl

LOSS CLINIQd

204 S. 5th St., Murray
Mon.-Frl. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-1

p.m.

Medical Review 4 Supplement, Not Included

'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"
En*

HEARING AID SALE
OFFER ENDS FEBRUARY 28, 1992

Ai;i4E2R1

Appreciated

$139900
753-2617

--Atel,1119,•-•

Free One Year
Supply Of Batteries
152m Value!
--Limit 8 Pkgs.--

.30 DAY TRIAL
.FREE HEARING TEST

D

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER

206 South 4th, Murray, PH. 753-8055

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman
There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program. And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
EMcient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilitiriri

713 South Fourth St.

753-6800
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